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The Trout Fry Are Watched Is Frank in His Statement About Insurrecto Soldiers Warned Not Which Will Deprive American Combined With Lorimer Element Vestry Men Are Also Elected Pupils Reflected Credit
on ThemControl of Subsidiary
to Get Too Near Federals
Night and Day by a
and Transgressed
Sheepmen of $75,000,000
and Era of Prosperity
selves and Their Teachers'
Crew of Five.
Concerns.
at Chihuahua.
a Year.
Seems Assured
the Sisters.
Governor Mills is expected
back
from Las Vegas tomorrow night

For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San Miguel county, $10,534.86;
Alexander Sandoval, treasurer of Sandoval county, $1,600.39;
Game and
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, $1.50;
R. P. Ervien, land commissioner, incomes from territorial institutions,
$4,1S5.

Meets Saturday.

The territorial: board of education
will meet in Superintendent J. E.
Clark's office Saturday for the purpose
of considering, certificates .'of teachers and to transact other work.
Elks' Doing Well.
Game and Fish Warden T. P. Gable
has received word from George Webster that the elks brought into New
Mexico and placed on the TXriacca
lanch are doing nicely and have be
come rested from their tedious journey.
Mr. Gable has received a letter from
D. F. Hudson, state game warden of
Wyoming stating that under the laws
of that state game animals may be
shipped out of that state in exchange
for animals from other states and
adds: "Now in regard to quail, do you
think it could be arranged so that we
could exchange elk for quail? In case
it could be arranged we would like to
have the quail this spring but the elk
cannot be captured until some time
during the months of January and Feb;

ruary."

(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 1. Elbert
H. Gary, chairman of the board of directors of the'U. S. steel corporation
today flatly denied any knowledge of
the proposed formation of a combin
ation to control the steel trade of the
world. Mr. Gary appeared before the
House committee in vestigation of the
'steel trust" and declared that he had
come to Washington to tell frankly
all he knew of the big corporation.
A disclaimer as to a world-wid- e
combination was called out by a statement
by Chairman Stanley that Mr. Gary

(By Special Leased 'Wire to New Mexican)
Juarez, Mexico, June 1. Word was
received here today that the legislature of the state of Chihuahua would
probably convene tomorrow and elect
Abram Gonzales as provisional governor. Gonzales has been one of the
most active of the Maderista chiefs
and his election will complete the installation of provisional governors in
northern Mexico.
Alberto Madero, an uncle of Francisco I. Madero, Jr., arrived here today from Chihuahua city to inform
Senor Madero of conditions about the
He declared General Villareal,
city.
was accredited with being the direct
the federal commander, had asked
ing genius of such a "trust." Mr.
that the large body of insurrecto
Stanley intimated that these reports
of the city should not
had had much to do with the inquiry troops north
too- clnaelv
annrnach
until- further in.
started by the House of Representa.
. ---sirucuons irom tne reaerai governtives.
ment as to their disposition had' been
The examination of. i.ir.
Gary received as friction for the"'' present
brought out the fact that the depart- could be avoided by keeping the rival
ment of commerce and labor and its soldiery apart.
bureau of corporations are not
"Ixng Tom" one of the insurrecto
with the Stanley committee. cannon was
jresented to the city of
Mr. Stanley asked the witness if he El Paso today by Francisco I. Madero,
knew whether a report of the bureau Jr., in aspeech at the international
of corporations on its investigation bridge
of the steel corporation had ever been
Has a Castle in Spain.
Vera Cruz, Mexico, June 1. The
submitted to President Taft or former
President Roosevelt. Mr. Gary said Hamburg-Americaline
steamer
he did not.
Ypiranga, having on board
Porflrio Diaz of Mexico and his
To Kick Out Lorimer.
party, sailed from this port at four
Washington, D. C, June i. Senator o'clock
this morning for Havre,
Brown of Nebraska wants Senator
Lorimer of Illinois, turned out of the France. The steamer goes to Europe
Senate without any further investiga- by way of Havana. General Diaz's
tion. Today he introduced a resolu- present intention is to make his home
tion stating that the evidence already in Spain.
Conspired Against Madero.
taken proved conclusively
that Mr.
El Paso, Texas, 'June 1 IndictLorimer was not entitled to his seat
ments were returned today by the
and then vas no excuse for incurring
grand jury against Daniel DeVilliers
the expense f another inquiry.
a ad W. L. Dunne,';who were charged
At his request, Senator Brown's res- with
conspiring against the life of
olution was laid on the table with an Francisco
I. Madero.
Extradition will
nouncement that he would call it up be
from the Mexican governat the proper time and ask its adoption mentsought
for Dunne, whq is now under aras a substitute for all other resolu- rest at Monterey,"':
Mexico.
tions of jnqulry which have been of-

zrz..

n

Has "Personal Affinity."
Engineer C. T. Miller has received a
curious tetter, from a man in Roswell
telling him of the wonderful "personal affinity" power of his wife who can
locate coal, gold, silver, copper, tin,
water, etc. etc. This wonderful power
ne say3 can be established and is
known "by some qualified friends."
'
The letter is a follows: ;
; :
or refer fered.
me
literature
send
"Please
' "' "Torimer
me to some publication on ProspecInvestigation.
tive Mining in New Mexico. I also deJune
Washington,
the sensire information that will enable me ate took
the Lorimer case today,
to distinguish and name various ores. Senator up
LaFollette presented amend"Permit me to say, without assum- ments to his resolution
of inquiry so
ing anything more than can be estab- as to provide for the selection
of five
well
some
now
known
and
is
by
lished,
new senators to make the
.
reinvestiga
for
pur-tests
that
qualified friends, by
tnree of the new senators
tion,
pose, that my wife has the qualifica- would be Republicans and two Demotion or gift of locating and distinguish- crats. As originally
introduced, the
ing water, fresh, salt, sulphur, gypsum, resolution named the senators. Speakunwith
or alkali and give the depth
ing in favor of the LaFollette resoludeniable accuracy, can also tocate tion. Senator Owen of Oklahoma said
coal, oil and gas, bold, silver, copper there could be no good reason for send
and tin, etc,, etc. The influence of ing the case back to the "old commitsome of these veins recently located tee when there were twenty new men
by this power of personal affinity in the senate.
magnetic current are so perceptible,
Senator Works contended for a
when sought, that the electric
special committee. He criticized the
may readily be felt and direc- course of the committee on privileges
tion known, for one mile or more and elections and said he was surprisfrom the vein:
ed that the committee should not re"We have done some work and have fuse to rehear the case. Mr. Hristnw
other contracts to perform of this kind declared that in the former inquiry,
some of the members of the commitof work
tee, had tried to cover up the testi"Awaiting reply, I am,
mony instead of bringing it out. He
"Respectfully,"
advocated a new committee.
Frank About Steel Trust.
The U. S. Fisheries' Car No: 1, with
the words in gold "Department of
Washington, June 1. "There is not
Commerce
and Labor," stretching any doubt," Mr. Gary told the commit
across the entire length of the car is tee, that the. United States cornora- on the tracks near the Santa Fe depot. tion as the owner of moat, of the
The car will be here until Saturday stocks of the subsidiary companies ul
and has
brought just 40,000 trout for timately controls those subsidiaries.
'
'
nn
New Mexico. The trout are mostly Including their Tin nnn 7Am on t a n A
Asked if the Carnegie Steel
'21-inches in length and are for dis- difict."
tribution to various persons who hava company now competes with other
asked the government for them. In subsidiary companies in the steel corpcharge of the car are five men, ex- - oration, Mr. Gary said: "I should say
perts in handling baby fish, and a cook it does, putting my interpretation on
tne word. I came to be frank and give
.to provide meals.
. The car is a curious
looking one, you the exact factsthat vou mav
inside, and reminds one of a cream- put your own construction on them.
ery. There are numerous big cans, tne subsidiary companies have their
in which the little fish are "strictly own directors and officers and have
in the swim" and connecting with the rlfeht to act independently but
these cans are rubber tubes through as the steel corporation owns the se
which water and air are forced by an curities, if the conduct of a snhsi.
elaborate pumping system at the rear diary company was antagonistic in any
of the car.
way, it would only be a question of
A ton of ice in the ice chest keeps time when the administration of that
the water cool and the attentions of subsidiary company Would be chang- the fishery experts, ntght , and day, ed:"
Criminal Trust Prosecution.
keep the nan comfortable.
The car started from Neosho, Mo.
Washington. June 1. Criminal nrna.
"where there is a hatchery and makes ecution of the officials of the Standard
a. tour of New Mexico, Arizona and Oil Company, the American Tobacco
Colorado.
Company and their constituent com.
How Sent.
panles is proposed in a concurrent resThe little fish are taken in suitable olution introduced today by Senator
containers to the various places where Pomerene of Ohio. The resolution
there has been a call for them. They would Instruct the attorney general
are not allowed to go alone, however, to proceed against the officials at once
for an expert accompanies each ship under the recent decision of the sument. The railroads it is said handle preme court It wsnt over for the
the time being to give Mr. Pomerence
the fish gratis to accommodate
opportunity to speak on it.
government and the dear puDiic,
Leaders Explain.
Only the strongest men can stand
the strain of caring for the little fish Washington. June 1. The wool hill
en route, for there is little sleeping was laid before the caucus by. Chair
n
It was the first
4o be done at day or at night, cooeid man Buleston.
the majority of thp
ering the vast number of fish which
have to be looked after, otherwise had been given of its exact terms.
Chairman Underwood undertook an
they might die.
When finally a Btopping point is exhaustive explanation of the measreached, and the fish are dispatched ure. Mr. Underwood declares the duto their destination, a few 'of the ex. ties contained last year on raw wool
perts try to catch up their lost slum, amounted to $21,000,000. The reduction of the raw wool duty to twenty
bers.
And the little fish? They are placed per cent as proposed would cut these
.
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SAL00NTRAGEDY
Booze and Gun Toting Responsible for Frightful
Denver Killing.
GE0R6E

E.

CflPEUND

DEAD

Wealthy Mining Man Was By
Sunder When Von Phul
Was Killed.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo June 1. Almost one
week to the hour after S. L. Von Phul
of St. Louis and two bystanders were
wounded in a midnight fusilade of
shots fired by Harold F. Henwood in
the Brown Palace hotel barroom, the

second dark chapter in the tragedy
was written.
George E. Copeland, a wealthy mining man of Victor, Colorado, an
spectator,
twice wounded by
Henwood's bullets, died at 12:20 this
morning from the effects of his
wounds. Yesterday signs of gangrene
were noticeable where a bullet1 has
pierced the main artery of the left
thigh. The limb was" amputated, but
greatly weakened by the loss of blood
on the night lie was wounded Copeland
never rallied from the operation. Yesterday Henwood entered a plea of not
guilty When arraigned on a charge of
murder in connection with the death of
Innocent--

,

Von Phul.

i

PONY STARR AND
JOE DAVIS SURRENDER.

They Had Killed Five Members of a
Sheriff's Posse in Oklahoma--LynchinWas Expected.
g
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Special to the New Mexican.

X
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X
Washington, D. C, June 1.
Representative Underwood, in
Democratic caucus, favored re- -

duction of wool in tariff bill
leaving the duty at 20 to 50 per
cent ad valorem. The Bryan
adherents are fighting for free
X wool. Underwood and W. A.
X Clark, will win.
Upon being
shown Fergusson's speech at
Albuquerque, claiming 42 Demo- crats and 13 progressive Repub- X licans for the House majority
report, Delegate V. H. Andrews
said it was to laugh to see such
wild statements. He said if the
Senate passed the resolution
X without amendment, he did not
X think President
Taft would
X sign it, for he would stultify
X himself to do so. He said that
X many Democrats are not will- X ing to be party to such scheme.
X which included the recall of
X. judges. They want that elimiii- X ated without question.

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

XXXXXXXSX'XXXXXXX

Washington,, June 1. The Democratic wool tariff bill prepared by the
ways and means committee of the
house was presented to the Democratic caucus at noori today. The bill
f
makes reductions of from
to
in all wool duties. Raw
wool itself, which was free in previous
Democratic tariff bills, is given a
duty of twenty per cent advalorem,
equivalent to from three to five cents
a pound.
The new duties, together with the
present duties as figured on an advalorem basis by Chairman Underwood
one-hal-

two-third- s

include hef ollowiug: Raw wool, proposed duty 20 per cent; existing duty
44.31 per cent. Combed wool, or tops,
proposed duty 25 percent; existing
""
duty 105.19 per cent.
Yarrs made wholly or in part of
wool, proposed duty 30 per cent; existing duty 82,38 per cent. Cloths, knit
fabrics and all manufactures of wool,
proposed duty 40 per cent; existing
duty 97.11 per cent. Blankets and flan
nels, proposed duty 30 per cent, when
valued at less than 50 cents
per
pound; 45 'per cent when valued at
more than 50 cents; existing duty 95.57
per cent. Women's and children's
dress goods and similar goods, proposed duty 45 per cent; existing duty
102.S5 per cent. Ready made clothing
and articles of wearrag apparel, proposed duty 45 per cent; existing duty
81.31 per cent.
The bill states: "Whenever in this
act the word "wool" is used in connection with a manufactured article of
which it is a component material, it
shall be held to include wool or hair
of the sheep, camel, goat, alpaca, or
other like animals, whether manufac
tured by the woolen, worsted, felt or
any other process."
The proposed wool tariff represents
a reduction of only $1,350,000 in the
revenues of the government, according to a statement presented to the
caucus by Chairman Underwood. Imports of wool for the past year
amounted to $70,744,650 and the Democratic leaders estimate that the reduction in tariff will so stimulate importation that the first year under the
proposed duties would result in the importation of $130,882,000 worth of
wool.
The duties collected in the last year
on wool of the imports amounted to
41,904,549 while under the first year
of the new duties it is figured the revenue would be $40,550,200.
All specific duties, whereby, a stated sum is collected by the government
on certain grades of wool, are changed
by the new bill to ad valorem duties.
The general average ad valorem
duty, on manufactured wool under the
proposed law is estimated at 42.55 per
cent. While under the existing law it
is figured at 90.10 per cent. The duty
on raw wool under the proposed law
is 20 per cent; while under the existing law it is 44.31 per cent; existing
'

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
June 1. Pony duty 81.31.
Muskogee, Okla.,
Starr and Joe Davis, who after a, desperate battle with a posse at Porum, SAFE AND SANE
Okla., Monday, in which five men
FOURTH AT DENVER.
were killed, surrendered to county officers here yesterday, remained today Procession and Pageant to Be Similar
at the home of Davis' father, here,
to That Planned for
where they barricaded themselves
Santa Fe.
last night in expectation of an attack
from a mob of Porum citizens. All (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
was quiet and it is believed the wrath
Denver, Colo., June 1. The Nationcf the Porum citizens who are said to al anthem, sung on the streets of Dento
have threatened
lynch Starr and ver by a hundred thousand persons,
Davis has subsided. Several more ar will be one of the features of
the
rests as a result of the fight at Porum "safe and sane" Fourth of
July celeare expected today.
bration thatis being planned for this
city. A great street parade, in which
VIOLENT EARTHQUAKE DOCS
floats representing all nation, will
DAMAGE IN WEST INDIES.
take part, will stop at the tolling of
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the bell in the tower of a down-towSt.
Grenada, D. W. I, June
store, and the crowds in
iolent
1.
A'
earthquake shook this department
the
every 'member of which
streets,
city and neighboring villages at 8.11 will he
provided with the words of
A number of
o'clock
yesterday.
houses were destroyed and- - several "My Country, 'tis of thee! ". will unite
In thevinthem of the republic.
persons were injured.
n

0rge.

-

'v.

(Ey Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
St. Paul, Minn., June 1. Democrats
jof national prominence from north
western states began to arrive here
this morning for the jubilee banquet
which will be held In the St. Paul
auditorium this evening. One of the
first arrivals today was William Jen
nings Bryan. Mr. Bryan will speak
on "The Passage of Plutocracy" after
the banquet tonight.
When asked if he had any prefer
ence as between Governors Wilson
and Harmon he replied that it was
altogether too early to make any predictions as to who would be the Democratic candidate for president.
"The attitude of congress may
change the entire situation between
now and the time to select the man.'
he said.
Mr. Bryan intimated that his remarks tonight would be along the line
of a letter sent to the banquet in
Indianapolis, brought down to date
by a reference to three things that
have occurred since, which Mr. Bryan
regards as dangerous and threatening
the party: First The efforts on the
part of the protectionists in congress
to commit the Democratic, party to a
tariff on wool. Second The effort of
minority leader Martin in the senate
to form an alliance between the Lorimer Democrats and the Lorimer Republicans to defeat the LaFollette resolution. Third The action of the United States supreme court in amending
t
the
law for the benefit of
the trusts. "If the protectionists win
out in the caucus it is the beginning
of the fight instead of the end," said
Mr. Bryan.'
The Democratic voters are in . no
mood "to be betrayed into the hands
of the protected interests" according
to the Nebraskan.
!

The meeting of the congregation of
the Church of the Holy Faith last j
night marked an epoch in the church's
history for at it the bishop, lit. Rev.
rvenuricK, Head o! the Kpisco-pal church in New Mexico, erected the
mission into a parish.
,
Without further delay the election
of a senior and junior warden and ves-- j
trymen took place. Those elected were!
as follows: senior warden. Dr. W. S. j
nr
Harroun:, lunior wanlen
..
, Hrrnon
v.idin,
j
j

1

i

!

.

aiming, itaujmen, .uaior li. J. 'alen

F. C. Wilson. H

H

nnniun

Cartwright and Frank Newhall.
.The election of these officers

s

n

was

practically" unanimous.
An era of
prosperity is anticipated for the new
parish which now has a beautiful
church on East Palace avenue, a comfortable rectory and spacious
grounds
surrounding It. The present church
was built over a quarter of a
century
ago. Many prominent
Santa Feans
are members of the
feQIUJU.
While still a mission
- thu oh
iutm
an active part in church work in Santa
anu
re,
ine large attendance at Kas-te- r
Sunday services this year when a
a very attractive musical
program was
iruuereu, auestea the strength of the
r.i)iscopauans in tins city.
Before this church was hniii- tv,
congregation attended services in a
suuc.tiire that was on Washinaion
avenue.
The Officers.
In the selection of I)r Tin
senior warden, the church has a citizen well known and highly
in Santa Fe, where he has respected
lived for
ieany a tiura of a century. Dr. Harroun was born In
i
uated in.medicine in
Washington, D.
C, and immediately became an asis-tan- t
surgeon in the Civil War.
He
served with distinction and later
moved to Chicago where he
practiced
medicine. He has been
NICARAGUA
as
prominent
an Episcopalian here and lives on
West Palace avenue.
Bronson Cutting, the
newly elected
junior warden, was born in New York
and is the son of Hon. and Mrs W
Bayard Cuttine and n npnJunv
One Hundred Fifty Soldiers ert Fulton Cutting, both distinguished
una pniiantliropists of New
Perished in the Terrific ...Tjvia
York city and both senior
wardens of
noted Episcopal
churches
in New
Explosion.
iork. Mr. Cutting studied at Groton
and later at Harvard, traveled extenCABLE CENSORSHIP ENFORCED sively in Europe and in fho nrionf
came to Santa Fe about a
year ago to
nere. He
a eiftprt mnni..
Plan to Divide Nation Into Two and a niaster of half a dozen
guages
Republics is Now
Vestrymen to Meet.
Advocated.
The vestrymen will meet in
C
Major
'alen's office on San rnn.i.nn
- .uuv,,,
oiiret
tomorrow
afternoon
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, June will take some action to provide a min-isthere for the summer months un1
The fortress on Tiscapa hill, Mantil a permanent rector is
selected.
agua, was blown up at 3 p. m. yesterday.
One hundred and fifty soldiers per- FURTHER INVESTIGATION
OF DYNAMITE CASE.
ished in the explosion. All the ammunition in the fortrets was destroyed.
The cause of the explosion is as yet Postponement in Arraignment of Bert
unknown.
v.Bnner, r. i. sender and
A. B. Maple.
Strict cable censorship has been established from Managua.
(By Special Leaned Wire 10 New Mexican)
Perhaps and Accident.
Los Angeles, Calif., June I. FurWashington, D. C, June 1. Since
the resignation of President Estrada ther investigation of the Halls of Recand the assumption of power by Vice ord dynamiting case by the grand jury
President Diaz the state department today caused a delay in the arraignhas received no advices indicating dis- ment of Bert Conners, F. I. Bender
content in the republic. The general and A. B. Maple, indicted Monday on
disposition in administration circles the charge of having attempted to deis to conjecture that the disaster was stroy the structure. The
arraignment
the result of carelessness in the handll-in- was scheduled to take
place today.
of explosives.
The postponement of the
arraignment
was uue 10 tne desire of the
Split in Nicaragua.
New Orleans, La., June 1. Nicar- ing officials to keep secret prosecut
a while
re- longer the ovirlonoo nr,
agua', probably the most
" mv.li rv umit'i
public of the tropics, is to be split into Bender and Manle '
two nations if the plans of the Liberal
u was reported . today that the jurv
party successfully materialize. This had started a collateral investigation
in according to gossip in the Central in connection With the case
along the
American colony here today.
The huts ui ueveinninir An au&aA
scheme provides for making independ- to destroy several buildings.
ent republics out, of the Atlantic and
Pacific provinces.
In the west, the NYE BRIBERY CASE
conservatives would rule, while the
GOES TO THE JURY.
new Atlantic republic would be dominated by the Liberals, who precipitated Legislator'Who is Charged With
the revolution of a year or more ago,
$500 From State Printer
that resulted in the deposition of
Crawford.
anti-trus-

FORI

.

BLOWN

After the drama, M. Wagner recited
"The Main Truck" and F. L. Bristo
"Ten Little Sun Flowers."
The next number on the
program
was a trio by Misses L. Ortiz M. Martinez and A. Ortiz. It was entitled
"At the School i estlvai."
The other members on the
wore "Sit Nomen Domine" a program
sacred

da

J

.Z

g

'

'

,

war-tor-

n

Soli-citin-

It is planned that Adolfo Diaz-- who
recently succeeded Juan Estrada as
president of the republic, shall be chief
in the new Pacific nation, while Estrada, shall resume rule as president of
the Atlantic department.
There have been disorders in Managua, the capital, since February 5,
when the barracks were blown up by
the enemies of Estrada, who complained that as a liberator he was not initiating reforms which he promised
when he set out to eliminate Zelaya.
RACE SUICIDE MAKES
HEADWAY IN SCOTLAND
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, June 1. Scotland has a
population of 4.759.445. accordine to
the provisional figures of the census
maae puDiic today. This is an Increase
oyer 1901 of 287.342 and is the smallest increase in. any census since 1861.

The commencement exercises of St.
Francisco Parochial School were held
last night in I.oretto Hall and attended
u' a large audience, many people
standing in the doorway and out in the
street awaiting a chance to find room
in the hall.
The exercises w re carried out in a
manner to reflect great credit on the
may pupils of this Catholic school
and on their excellent teachers, the
tooil Kiutera r t
U
iJlmyj.
The Verv Rev Ininni,, cv,,,,i
vicar general, the Rev. Jules Deraches.
the Kev. Joseph Pugens, chancellor of
the archdiocese and the Kev. Carlos
Robst of the Cath.riml .,t.n,io,i .i.
exerci3es and occupied seats a short
distance from the stage.
The program opened with a chorus
in which all the younger
pupils took
part, the little girls looking very pretty
in their white dresses.
MiSS T. finilMlp fMllnnuut
.IM.
' U..VJ.,n biiu
an
uumess ot welcome and then there
was a duet 'Callop de Concert" Dy
.Misses h. Gonzalez and F. Lopez. A.
Olivas recited '"The Twins" and H.
Berrueco sang a Mexican song 'Los
Insectos," which was very well re- ceivea.
The Drama.
Foliowine theRe numbers nn
"
drama, which w.s one of the features
of- the tfiYprr.icjia
It
..uu. .t nao ClILUieU i IjQ,
Inglesa Madrilena" and was in three
acts. 11 was ElVen tn Snan oh an
was listened to mom u. ....
j uj
the large audience.
The dramatis personae were
N.
Sena, A. Silva, E. Tapia, A. Rodriguez
M. Cortez, E. Martinez and J.
Baca.
Between the first and second acts
L. Garcia recited "A Boy's
Opinion"
and the minims, or" younger
pupils,
sang the chorus, "Away Among the
Blossoms."
Between the second and last acts
there was an "action song" entitled
"Topsy Turvy," and it was splendidlv
executed.

song by G. Caglicro; "Rock of
Ages"
in pautomine. siinir
hru ai...u. .n.
.
ru.-.- .
lu'"w8 UiinS....Child," a concert inee
a
?"lBU
bv A
"
v.
and
I Hernandez.
Then followed the
"Organization
the Burlesque Band ' with the follow-in-ofg
musicians: Big bass drum, P.
old banjo, E.
Garcia; bugle
horn, M. Martinez; violin, J.
bass, A. Olivas; Octave Flute

Iiatt. ..ti.
.

I

'

reci-tsiu-

'ui',

Tru-JUl-

Vijil-doubl-

A.

Berardinelli:

dez.

tamhnWtK.

I

u..

A

clown drill by 20 boys and
girls,
another song and recitation
the musical and literary completed
program.
miss G. Morrison played the
piano accompaniment and rendered much assistance in making the musical num-

bers a success.
Conferring of Certificates.
The conferring of
grammar grade
certificates then took place.
Those
who received these
certificates were
Misses Ambrosia Rodriguez,
Giburcia
Gonzalez, Anna Silva, Matilde Cortez.
Josephine Alarid, Lillie Davis, Dora
ii ran and
Josephine Baca.
Awarding of Medals.
The awarding of medals was listen-eto with great attention
and as the
6m e,0,em ot merit was pinned
j the happy
winner, the audience
i.l,,,l.l vuuiierousjy.
j"uucu
The gold medals for Phn!c(i.
uuDiiau uuiy
nne, donated by the Rev. J.
Pugens,
in the girl's class were
awarded to M
L. Cortez and M.
L. Williams; in the
boys' class to Joseph Rael.
The gold medal for the
boys first
communion class, donated
by the Rev
C Bobst was
awarded to Apolonio
Olives.
d

i

1

at
r,.

ROLAND GARROS SECOND
TO ARRIVE IN ROME.

Made Trip From Pit, in Less
Tnart
(By Special Leased Wire to jjkr Mexican
Five Hours Entire Distance to
1
Columbus, Ohio. .Tuna
Th
Turin Is 1300 Miles.
of Representative George B.
Nye. in- (By Special Leased Wire to ivt.w Mexican)
dicted on the charge of
Rome, June 1. Roland Garros, the
soliciting a
bribe of $000 of State Printer Craw- - Hench
aviator, was' the second
tora, went to the Jury this afternoon.
in the 1,300 mile Paris to
Rome to Turin aviation race to
reach
the Italian capital. He arrived here
at
5:10
o'clock
JUNE DANCE AT
this afternoon from
Pisa, which city he left at 10:30 this
PUBLIC LIRRARV
It is some time alnra thj
morning.
Woman's Board of Trade has
FIFTEEN THOUSAND
given a dance at the Public
BRETHREN WILL BE THERE.
library, but the monthly
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
dances Were such nnnnlnr and
St. Joseph, Missouri, June 1.
enjoyable SOciaV nffnJra that
V the practice will tbe Yesumwl
The world's
conference
of the
church of the Brethren held its first
and tbe June dance will be eIv- en this evening In the Assem- session today. The indicationa . are
that 15.000 of the sect will be here by
bly Room of the Public Library.
V There should be a laree at- Sunday. The conference will continue
to June 10. A. M. Garven of
tendance.
Ohio", was elected moderator.
con-testa-

Trot-woo-

9 AGE
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Me thought

The Little Store

I

ARE YOU A WOMAN?
Baltimore, Md. Mrs. W. H. Ison, at V
1419 East Madison street, writes, "Foi
Established
several yeers, I suffered, off and on,
from female troubles, until finally 1
was taken down and could do nothing. The pains I experienced, I shall
never forget I lost weight till I was
only skin and bones. I believe 1
would have been in my grave, If I had
not tried Cardui. I shall praise it as
long as I live." Many women, like
Mrs. Ison, are weak and discouraged
on account of some painful ailment
Are you one of these sufferers? Cardui will help you. Try it today. Any

Fe

never end,

I

That the dark year had slain the

Slept in Odd Places,
Louis Collins was arrested at AlbuInnocent May,
Nor hoped that your soft hands, querque for sleeping in a saloon, or
"the barn" in the rear of a saloon,
this summer day
Would lie, as now, in mine, beloved as he put it; Charles Moshel was arrested for sleeping in an alley and
friend;
And, like some magic spring, your Joseph Macy for not having a place
where to lay his head. They were all
dreamdeep eyes
Hold all the summer skies.
given jail sentences.

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

JUNE.
j They were taken to the Santa
that winter, love, would hospital at Albuquerque.

But lol the world again is mad with
flowers,
The long white silence spoke, small
bird by bird,
Blade after blade, amid the song of
showers,
The grass stole back once more,
and there was heard
The ancient music of the vernal

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

spheres,
Haif laughter and half tears.

i

Will

Station.

j
j

j

INT

GROCERY

GO

the changes both in this city and in
the country between here and the Rio
Grande have been remarkable. Aside
Tl
V'Tl v.
li
whfl ,i.
man
f.rm
1.1 .11 v.
1
1111111 . HjinnrA
VV.1I'
U
II
j ,
was with him when he made the trip L
111

I

WE

GIVE

TICKETS

REGISTER

WITH

Telephone

ALL

No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES.

1

11 IT

from Monterrey and who subsequently k
died at a camp on the Guadalupe river, M
but two white men were seen Between X
Switzer
this city and Brownsville.
calls attention to the fact that land
which he could have bought within W
one mile of Alamo Plaza 60 years ago jff

,

Crushed to Death .
e
Ah! love, and now too swiftly, like
Vicente Medina, a freighter,
groom,
jing a 3,000 pound load from
Railroad to
Raining hot lasses on his bride's tne gan Luis Southern
young mouth,
Qliesta, Taos county, upset his wagon
The mad young year, delirious with just as he entered Questa and his
the South,
head was caueht between a rock and
Squanders nis tairy treasure, bloom a three hun(Jrd pound D0X of freight,
on bloom;
death ensuing instantly.
Besides his
Too soon the wild rose hastens to wife, four
and two Bons surdaughters
be sweet,
vive him.
Too swift, 0 June, thy feet!

i

haul-som-

:
'

j

j

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

frt OC Aonfo ritzy nnvn c IinW apHiflfi'
Iff
t
3- J
uunars u. uum a;
iot several nunarea
loot, wane me vuuugvs uaw uwu. ic ,
markable in this city he declares thatijft
'

l

its my
picturesqueuess ul uits uiu
idly fading in the face of 20th century
uo-j-

Juvenile Crimes at Albuquerque.
Tarry a little, summer, crowd not so Three small boys at Albuquerque, progress.
All glory and gladness in so brief confessed in
justice of the peace court' CENTENARIAN COTTON
a day,
to burglarizing a residence of $25 in
PICKER IS DEAD.
Teach all thy dancing flowers to step cash and
spending the money for ice
more slow,
cream and candy. Says the AlbuquerSan Antonio, Texas, June 1. AnAnd bid thy wild musician softlier
"The increasing num- other more than centenarian, Mrs.
que Herald:
play,
CAKES 0 hast thou thought, that like a mad ber of petty crimes by small children Simona Orides, 107 years and four
is giving grave concern to the police
died here today in the
months
man spends,
authorities. Not only in the number home of old,
618 South
a
The longest summer ends.
but in the seriousness of the offenses
street. Mrs. Orides was a full
Richard Le Gallienne.
pnminlttpfl gro thoco nnaoc ri)iiep fnr Laredo,
Yucatan Indian, the daughter of
In the Columbian.
juvenile correction is being felt morelblod
a Yucatan chieftain. She was married
nfiitoiv ovpi-- dav
ui iuv ag ui 12 yvara anu uveu 10 see
her descendants in the fourth generaExtracted Paper Clip From Lungs.
tion. Despite her great age, Mrs.
AROUND THE STATE
Delegate to the convention of the; OrtHzsa Tiro a QntiirA until ftia An r t
j

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

FRESH

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE

191

BLACK

J

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
It
va a gasoline engine to run
"i.
,1 I your pump and save your
crops. When these en
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying
--

1

American Laryongological

Association:

'

&

RETAIL

Phipps Acquitted.
Joseph M. Phipps, who was tried for
murder at Taos, for a killing which
took place at Red River was acquitted
by the jury.

fit-and-

o

PIANOS
Learnard-Lin-dema-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

::

FE OFFICE

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

i

n

1900

WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREEt, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOVIAS V. DELGAD0, Mgr.

!

11

'

Agents for Warner's Corsets. Prices $1.00 to $5.00.
We carry all the newest
styles.

Something new . in
and Shirts

Blouses

Boys
from

Guaranteed to Wear.

Phone No. 36

P. O. Box 219

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Bitten By Monkey.
Telephone 11.
Mrs. Elizabeth Snowcen, a society
Two
Doors
Below F. Andrews Store.
leader of Media, Pennsylvania, is su- Regular Meals 25 Cents
DickF.
Morton
her
Dr.
ing
neighbor,
Short Order at all Hours
eson, for heavy damages, because the
neighbor's pet monkey invaded her
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
bathroom while she was occupying It
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
and bit her in the ankle.
New York Chop Suey SOc.
Vagaries of Rio Grande.
The Rio Grande is eating into its
banks in the Mesilla valley and the
past few days has threatened the
l)eadgates of the Chamberino ditch
on which almost 15,000 acres depend
for irrigation. The farmers turned
'
out to run a new ditch line.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Delayed By Freight
101 Washington Ave
Santa Fe train No. 10 from the south Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
which was more than four hours late Returns Thursday and Friday.
yesterday afternoon had been delayed
by a freight wreck west of Wlnslow, AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
Arizona.' Further delay was caused
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
by picking up three section men who
TAILOR.
Phone
Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
had been hurt by the handcar they
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues
were on, jumping the rails into a ditch.

Julius Muralter

14

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILL08

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. A 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

Lump

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Fancies; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

POP

C

A

IC

lull dillX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
their orders in that line will surely
refer you to us. we have built up a
work
reputation for doing high-clas- s
in a short time and at a very moderate
charge. We are pleased to receive
family trade, and assure you beforehand of complete satisfaction.

Phone

Anthracite Goal all Sizes, Smitbisg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

n

Jesse-Frenc-

1

"

LEO HERSCH

Learnard-Lindeman-

MMri'?rcof

f

guaranteed.

-are

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

PIAN05

ML iffiM

are better blouses than
home sewing can produceare made by expert workers under ideal
tttrtnrvJ rnnrlitinns. are
.
.
COrTect as tO Stvle and

j

Boys Accused of Burglary.
Genaro Fernandez and Salvador Fu- entes,, aged 16 years, were arrested at
El Paso for taking goods and cash
from a store.

Mexico-Colorad-

Boy's Blouses

F
at Philadelphia, witnessed a remark-- ;
sh has
t0 (the
"
Chev- - yars
able surgical operation when Dr.
Y
picking
alier Jackson of Pittsburg, without !wl)f she worked on a
and doing such other work as
the use of a knife, removed a brass
is assigned to women who work out
in
embedded
had
that
been
paper clip
a young woman's lung for eight years doors on a number of the large planThe instrument used was a broncho' tations. From- her appearance, one
not acqainted with her great age would
scoue, to which was attached a tiny
electric light, a reflector and minute nave inougnt sne was pernaps 60
Six weks previous to her
forceps. The tube was lowered down years old.
the patient's throat, and the clip was death she walked in from the country
a distance of four miles, making the
removed after an hour's work.
trip in an hour and a half.

Purchase of Timber Land.
CHANGES THAT SIXTY
If you want anything on eftrth try
Robert E. Putney of Albuquerque
YEARS HAVE MADE.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
has purchased 5,000 acres of white
,.
iii
pine on the San Jose grant in the Land Then Dear at 25 Cents an Acre
xJ
Jemez country, forty miles west of
Now Brings Several Hundred
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Santa Fe.
Dollars a Foot.
Lucas county. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
to the agent.
Drunk Had a Big Wad.
San Antonio, Texas, June 1. In 1850 is senior partner of the firm of F. J,
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
John Carr picked up in a state of George Switzer, then 20 years old, Cheney & Co., doing business in' the
beastly intoxication in an alley at walked into San Antonio, having fol- City of Toledo, County and State aforePhone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
Phoenix, Ariz., was found to have lowed the trails of travel in those said, and that said firm will pay the
$240.65 in his pocketbook when search days from Monterey, Mexico, where sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
ed at the jail.
he had remained when General Tay each and every case of Catarrh that
lor's army evacuated that city. Swit- cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
Lambs Drowned By Cloudburst.
zer had been a camp follower and not Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Two hundred lambs were drowned a regular soldier in the army. He reSworn to before me and subscribed
mained in San Antonio, after arriving
in a cloudburst on the New
boundary near Trinidad yes- here, about eight months and then left in my presence, this 6th day of Decemterday.
They were the property of for Grant county, Indiana, where he ber, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Samuel Brown of Denver.
had distant relatives. Since that time
Notary Public.
he has drifted about the world a great (Seal)
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internRains Tie Up Traffic.
deal, being as he declares the only
acts directly on the blood and
Heavy storms north of Santa Fe yes Switzer of his family who was not an- ally and
mucous sunaces or me system, sena
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
terday tied up railroad traffic and r.hnri 0nm.wherfl wiicn. the rwont for testimonials
free,
telegraphic communication. The worst unpleasantness broke out in Mexico,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package sufferer is the Colorado and Southern he was in the Mexican capital and reSold by all druggists, 75c. '
railroad in Union county.
mained there until a few days ago
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiwhen he again visited San Antonio,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
pation.
to
Fire at Magdalena.
rail
this
however,
by
coming
city,
The store and stock of W. H. Spack-- ' instead of walking as he did 60 years
man at Magdalena, Socorro county, ago. When he arrived here he found
was destroyed by fire on Sunday. The it impossible to recognize any part of
W. H. KERR
Phone Black adjoining houses of Mrs. Julianlta San- the city except San Fernando Cathe
Phone Black
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
chez were also destroyed. The insur dral and the Alamo. It took him some Phone us, we will be glad to call for
45
45
ance is only a fraction of the loss.
time, however, to become convinced your laundry on Monday and Tues-ththe Alamo of today is the same days and deliver on Thursdays and
Sister Mary Regina Injured.
building that he saw here in 1860. The Fridays.
Sister Mary Regina, music teacher Old Stone wall surrounding it and! All work is enaranteed; vmir socks
at the School of the Immaculate Con- many other land marks are gone, but j are mended and buttons sewed en
ception at Albuquerque, while conduct the building is identically as it was y0Ur shirts without extra charge.
ing a rehearsal of pupils, slipped and 60 years ago. Switzer declares that pHnwF Rrn i
dhomc ppn 1
fell sustaining a compound fracture of
ten months. They have hundreds of the arm and other injuries.
Chickering Bros.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
and Arizona.
PAZO OINTMENT Is suaranteed to cure
More Scarlet Fever at Las Cruces.
Ask Yourselves
any case of
Blind, Bleeding or try
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. trudlng PilesItching.
in 6 to J4 days or money reto them regarding pianos, prices ano Payne at Mesilla Park, is ill with funded, SOe.
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano scarlet fever, the epidemic having
buyers that the firm of
spread there from Las Cruces. The
Co. will meet every customer school at Picacho has closed the same
Milton and the World Famous Cecillan
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
interior Player Pianos, and many; more than half way in making
as the Las Cruces public schools on
j purchase of a piano a simple ?nd sat- account of the prevalence
other makes.
of scarlet
La Salle Restaurant
This firm has purchased over six' isfactory business transaction, not on fever.
'
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
CHAS. GANN, Prop. .

WHOLESALE

1903 ;

Incorporated

druggist

I

j

jl

1856.

fflHHHBLjn

Have Charge of Experiment

The New Mexico Experiment station
at Mesilla Park has taken over the
management of the territorial dry
farming experiment station at Tucum- cari, Quay county. Professors H. H.
Schutz and J. E. Mundell have been
detailed to take charge of this and the
Dalhart, Texas, station.

THURSDAY, JUNE 1, 1911.

M.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Steele
Baggies, Surries, Saddle Itatset

CALL

UP

Thone

9

CHAS. CLOS50N

ISatb fctftf inCif
b fe lony

di

.

Am

TOST:

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. JI.
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A GOOD REASON.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

Santa Fe People Can Tell Ysrj Why
It la So.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Doan'a Kidney Pills cure tile cause
Meet Both North South 3l disease, and that is why the cores
ire always lasting. This remedy
Bounds Trains.
strengthens and tones up the

kidneys,
arrival ot helping them to drive out of the body
at
arrives
the liquid poisons that cause backache, headache and distressing kidney
any other and urinary complaints. Santa Fa peoand good ple testify to permanent cures.
Jose Ortis y Baca, Alto St., Santa
.Je
4eaa. to
Fe, N. M, says: "In 1907 I procu
Tlalag:
mmsagmx OotoafoxtVbl,
ed Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
tor pains In my back which bad
troubled me for three years. Doan'a
Sidney Pills brought prompt relief
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY.
and proved so satisfactory that gave a
Is particularly
recommended
for public statement in their favor. Now,
chronic cases of kidney and bladder after two and a half years have passtrouble.
It tends to regulate and ed, I gladly confirm every word at that
control the kidney and bladder action testimonaL I can add that I bave
and is healing, strengthening and since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
them a more thorough trial and have
bracing. For sale by all druggists.
received great relief. I konw that
this remedy is a sure cure for backache and kidney complaint.''
We Have Built Up
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered back
tea ma.

Eiy

Fu

S5.00

FARE S5T

Co., Buffalo,
jenta. Foster-Milburifew York, sole agents for the.Unlted
States.
Remember tile name Doan's and
ake no ether.
n

TO AND FROM ROSVVELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn lor Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn foT Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
The
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
fare between Santa F and Torrance

and between Torrance and
Reserve seats on auto
Roswell 110.
mobile by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
Is $5.80

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have every

modern facility for furnishing
very best rough or dressed

the

Lumber

of every description. We arc thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
Ve will be pleased to figure on your

contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

F. S. Rexford, 615 New York Life
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
a severe attack of a cold which settled in my back and kidneys and I
was in great pain from my trouble.
A friend recommended Foley Kidney
Pills and I used two bottles of them
and they have done me a world of
For sale by all druggists.
good."

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
Sparks Ranch)

(Old

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food

Best of Beds

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids

Water
$15 a Week

IE

TOF

nan
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Gray has been so honored by the regents. The entire present faculty was
retained and all the assistants, with
the exception of Walter H. Allen, who

goe3 to the General Electric company
IVE
ai Schenectady. His plac- will be fill- led by selection later.
Dean C. E. Hodgin was allowed a
leave of absence at full pay, as
Dr. M'Queen Gray Chosen for year's
was also Miss Delia J. Sisler. These
Third Time as Head of members of the faculty will, in company with Mrs. Hod(:in, leave Kir
Institution
Europe in a few days to be absent a
year. Their work has boon divided, i;
is understood, between Dr. Gray, Dr
EXERCISES Mendel
MMMENCEMENT
Silber and James Shinier,

FARM

-

CENSUS

Marvelous Increase of 469
Per Cent in Ten Years
in Values

1,464,000 ACRES IMPROVED
student assistant.
The outlook for a larger number of
Dr. David Starr Jordan Will Ad- college students next year is brighter Area Owned by 35,032 Farmers
Wash-da- y
of Territory Is 1 1,225,000
dress the Graduates
than for many years. Gradually the
university authorities have been cutL Acres.
Time was when The Wash was a weekly
Tonight.
ting off the preparatory classes in the
school so that next year there will he
dinner a by-wor- d.
nightmare, wash-da- y
Washington, D. C, June 1 Census
Albuquerque, N. M.t June 1 Dr. Da- left but the
This will Director
The New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e
Durand issued today the-has
vid Starr Jordan, president of Leland mean that more than 7.", iter cent of
wash-boil- er
Stanford Jr. University, and one of the students to attend next year's ses- first official statement from the Cenall
that.
the
Once
is
changed
sus Bureau relative to the agricultuthe leading university presidents of sions will be full college students.
the
ral statistics of the Territory ot New
it
on
free
leaves
attend
to
stove,
to
the
will
at
you
the United States,
tonight
Mexico, collected at the Thirteenth
dinner or any other work.
the
Elks' theater make the address which
Decennial
United
States
census,
April
the graduates of the class of 1911 of
MINES AND MINING
15, 1910.
You can move a New Perfection where you please and
the University of New' Mexico will
is
based
on
a
comIt
preliminary
counlight it in a moment. It requires no attention alter that
carry with them as their parting
parative summary submitted to the
sel as they leave the class room and
A single gallon of oil lasts all three burners seven hours or
Director by Dr. Le Grand Powers,
Wearing Away Mother Earth.
the campus and go forth to take up the
more. No coal or wood to carry ; no fire to feed ; no soot
chief
ot
of
statistician
Division
the
the United
by
Investigations
life work for which the chief educain the Bureau of the Cen
ero
States
the
Agriculture
of
ashes. It keeps a kitchen or laundry cool and clean.
Geological
Survey
nor
so
Mexico
New
tional institution of
This summary shows, for both
sion of numerous drainage basins of sus.
It cooks to perfection, with the least trouble and expense.
splendidly fits them. That Dr. Jordan the United States shows that the the census of 1910 and that of 1900,
will have some helpful advice and will surface of
the country is being re- the reported total value of farm land.
Made with
2 and 3 bgreera, with
present some lofty ideals to the young moved at the average rate of about buildings and implements and machinIoqs. turquone blu enameled cKtuumrs.
Hanchomehr
nnnHed throughout.
The
men and women of the graduating an inch in 760
- and
years.
Though this ery; total acreage; improved acreage;
Move, rn he had with or
without a cabinet top. which u felted with
class is a foregone conclusion and his imoiint seems trivial when spread average acre per farm; average value
drop thelvea. towel rack,, etc.
presence as chief speaker adds great- over the surface of the country it be per acre of farm land and buildings;
Dealer, everywhere ; or writ (or descriptive circular to the Devest agency
ly to the felicity of what is proving the comes
Cook-stovvalue
e
acre
farm
land
of
when
considered
average
per
stupendous
ol
the
most successful commencement week as a
and the aggregate expenditotal, or even in separate drain- alone;
Continental
Oil Company
ot the university.
It
Mississippi river, for ture for labor and fertilizers.
age basins.
Incorporated
The exercises will begin promptly instance, carries annually to the sea also distributes the total number of
at 8:30 in the Elks theater which as 136,400,000 tons of dissolved matter farms according to color of farmer,
usual will be crowded with the best and of this total Ohio river carrias specified character of tenure, whether
e
citizenship of Albuquerque to give the contributes more than twice as much. held free or mortgaged by owners, of farms of negro and other
alone, $$.77: $3.38; 159.
varsity graduates a rousing send off Colorado river which has built up for and by certain acerage groups.
farmers to 431.
Expenditures for labor, $3,011,000;
batAttention is called to the fact that
as they plunge into the strenuous
itself a vast delta, brings down more
85.
Farm Ownership.
$1.951,0u0;
tle of every day life.
The total number of farms operated
suspended matter than any other river the figures are subject to revision
$21,000; $3,000; 700.
Fertilizers,
There are nine graduates of the uni- in the United States, delivering an- later, as a number of farms whose In 1910 by owners, part owners, and All Farms by Color of Farmer, Ten-urinthem
of
are
returns
incomplete will be
owners and tenants, comprising thej
versity this year. Everyone
nually 3S7 tons for each square mile
Acreage Groups, Etc
is splendidly equipped with a thpr- - of its drainage basin, or a total of cluded in the final tables. These ad- "all owner
All farms by color of farmer, 35,032;
class, was 32,763, as com-- '
ditions will not, in all probability, pared with 10,674 in 1900, an increase 12,311; 22.721.
ough going collegiate training and the 100,740,000 tons.
The rivers of the United States car modify any of the amounts or rates of 22,089.
conclusion of the present year's work
White farmers, 33,180; 10,893; 22.- shows that the university has made ry to tidewater every year 270,000,000 contained in the present statement.
The total number of farms conduct- - 287.
The census of agriculture was tak- ed fn 1910 by cash tenants, share ten- Negro and other nonwhita farmers,
great progress and has been finally tons of dissolved matter and 513,000,-00en
This
matter.
tons
of
primarily for the purpose of ob- ants, and cash and share tenants, 1,852; 1.418; 434.
on
suspended
a
basis;
strictly collegiate
placed
All farms by tenure, 35,032; 12,311;
a fact further borne out by the compar- total of 783,000,000 tons represents taining an accurate inventory of all comprising the "all tenants" class,1
atively small number of students who more than 330.000,000 cubic yards of classes of farm property existing on was 1.953, as against 1,154 in 1900, 22,721.
of April 15, 1910; a complete exhibit of an increase of 799.
All owners, 32.763: 10,674; 22,089.
yesterday were graduated from the rock, or 610,000,000 cubic yards
action farm operations during the year endthis
If
soil.
erosive
surface
The total number of farms operated
Owners free, 31,001.
preparatory department.
had been concentrated on the Isthmus ed December SI, 1909; of domestic by managers In 1910 was 316, as comOwners mortgaged, 1,762.
Preparatory School.
of Panama at the time of American animals in cities and villages on April pared with 483 in 1900, a decrease of
All tenants, 1.953: 1,154; 799.
"The Collegiate Life," was the sub
would have excavated 15. 1910.
167.
it
occupation
Managers, 316; 4S3; 167.
ject of the address delivered yesterday the prism for an
level canal
Statements relative to acreage and
The total number of farms operated
Distribution by acreage groups,
morning by Attorney R. W. D. Bryan, in about 73 days.
yield of crops and the domestic ani- by the "all owners" class constituted
12,311; 22,721.
speaker of the day at Rodey Hall, at
mals of New Mexico will beisued 93 per cent of the whole number of! 19 acres and under, 6,465; 5,057;
in Idaho.
Deposits
Sulphur
of
Pre
the
the graduating exercises
The
springs and deposits by Director Durand as soon as the farms in 1910 and S7 per cent in 1900; 1.048.
paratory School and Commercial near thesulphur
20 to 49 acres, 2,792; 2,197; 595.
of Sulphur Springs, tabulation of this data has been com- those operated by the "all tenants"
town
School of the University of New Mex
50 to 99 acres, 1,809; 959; 850.
class, 6 per cent in 1910 and 9 per
are
briefly described by R. pleted.
ico. There were six graduates of the Idaho,
100 to 174 acres, 15,192; 2.696;
J. H. Bridges of the The Rate of Increase and Decrease. cent in 1900; and those conducted by
and
W.
Richards
It is pointed out in the statement managers, 1 per cent in 1910 and
preparatory department and one of United States Geological Survey, in
the commercial school to receive their Bulletin 470-J- ,
175 to 499 acres, 7.372; 769; 6.603.
an advance chapter today that the principal rate of in- 4 per cent in 1900.
diplomas as follows: Preparatory de from Bulletin 470, "Contributions to crease in New Mexico in 1909 as
Of the .total numbert, 12,763ft of
500 to 999 acres, S:?3; 308; 525.
partment, Frieda Catherine Becker, Economic Geology, 1910, part 1." Sul- against 1900, among the items for farms operated in 1910 by the "all
1,000 acres and over, 569; 325; 244.
Hugh Arthur Carlyle, Laura Harriet phur has been mined to a considerable which percentages are given in the! owners" class, there were 31,001, or
McCollum, William Arthur McCollum, extent in the region, but the attempt first section of the summary are: In 95 per cent reported as "owned free
Foley Kidney Pills contain Just the
Paul Lynn Menaul and Jackson Heath to
5 per cent,
ingredients necessary to regulate anf.
develop the deposits commercially the total expenditure for fertilizers, from debt," and 1,762, of
Commercial School:
Wilkinson.
There were strengthen the action of .he kidneys
has been an apparent failure. Dead 700 per cent; in the total value of all reported as mortgaged.
Thomas Harkey.
rabbits and birds are described as farm land alone. 469 per cent; in the 161 farms for which no mortgage re- and bladder.
Try them yourself For
The exercises began at 10:30 a. m., victims to the gasses associated with total value of farm land and build- port was secured, and these are in sale by all druggists.
free
a large number of friends of the grad the deposits.
ings, 433 per cent; in the total improv cluded in the farms "owned
uates and other visitors being present.
The report may be obtained on ap- ed farm acreage, 348 per cent; in the from debt."
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
The program was opened with the in plication to the Geological Survey, total value of farm buildings alone,
In 1900 information was secured
263 per cent; in the total value of concerning the "owned farm homes."
vocation by Rev. R. B. Tolbert, pastor Washington, D. C.
farm implements and machinery, 256 At that time 11,223, or 98 per cent. (From the New Mexlcaa of this date
of the Congregational church follow
1891.)
per cent; in the whole number of were reported as free from debt,
ing which a double quartette rendered SHRINERS HAD MOST
Roswell, Eddy, White Oaks, Deming,
1N5 per cent; in the average while 246 or 2 Iter cent, were
farms,
mort
"Praise the Lord, Oh Jerusalem," preINTERESTING DESERT TRIP.
value per acre of farm land alone, gaged.
There were 568 in 1900 for Silver City and Pinos Altos have the
ceding the salutatory address by Paul
ball fever the worst way.
value
in
159
the
per
cent;
no
which
average
per
mortgage report was se- base
Lynn Menaul, whose speech was well
Albuciuerque, N. M., June 1. The acre of farm land and buildings, 144
An important product of New Mexin
included
these
the
delivered and showed abil.y of a high
cured,
being
inof
showed by the victims
cent; in the total farm acreage, farms free from debt.
The Census ico has had an airing on the streets
order. Next came Mr. Bryan'3 address appetites
itiation at the brillian Shriners' ban- per
He
119 per cent; in the total expendi- Bureau has no Information
which was listened to with close atrespec- of Deming by a street fakir.
last night in the spacious banquet tures for labor, 85 per cent.
quet
was expatiating on the wonderful pronumber
of
the
farms
tention and much enjoyed.
ting
mortgaged
new
Masonic
handsome
hall of the
The only decrease during the de- leased to tenants.
perties of Pinon 3alve and selling it.
The pleasing valedictory address Temple bore witness to the severity
the items for which per- Distribution
cents a pound; hay,
Oats are 2
among
cade,
to
According
was given by Frieda Catherine Beck- of the hardships experienced by the no
Acreage
are given, occurred in the
The New Mexico farmer
$20 a ton.
centages
Groups.
er, after which President E. McQueen vices as they were conducted across
average acres per farm, 23 per cent.
The statement relative to farm dis- has a bonanza if he works his farm
Gray presented the diplomas to the the blistering sands of the desert by
The statement shows in detail that tribution according to certain acre- right.
graduates and the Choral Club gave the members of Ballut Abyad Temple the number of farms reported in 1910
There is a rumor that Cerrillos Is
age groups shows that those of 19
the Third Chorus from "The Lay of yesterday afternoon.
That the men was 35,032, as compared with 12,311 acres
to have another newspaper.
and
under
numbered
In
6,465
the Bell." The benediction closed an who led the camels had also passed in 1900. an increase of 22,721, or 1S5
The observance of Memorial Day
1910, and 5,057 in 1900, a gain
of
interesting and enjoyable program.
through an extremely strenuous half per cent.
1.408; of 20 to 49 acres, 2.792 in 1910 ' Passed off nicely and successfully, the
Mr. Bryan's address was a bright day was evidenced by the manner in
Farm Values.
and 2,197 in 1900, an increase of 595; feature of the latter part of it being
and at the same time serious and which they did justice to the elaborThe total value of farm land and of 50 to 99 acres, 1,809 in 1910, and the presentation of the war concert
thoughtful one during the course of ate spread which wa3 served in that buildings was given in 1910 as
959 in 1900, a gain of 850; of 100 to programs at the opera house.
The
which he took occasion to pay a strong fashion which makes the Shriners
as against $20,889,000 in 1900. 174 acres, 15,192 in 1910, and 2,696 hall was filled and many had to be
tribute to the good work and the pres- unique.
an increase of $90,541,090, or 433 per in 1900, an increase of 12,496; of 175 turned away.
ent high standard of the University of
With the largest class of candidates cent.
to 499 acres, 7,372 in 1910, and 769
New Mexico, whose regular classes for many years and with a
The total value of all farm land in 1900, an increase of 6,603; of 500!
.
$98,496.-000these graduates are about to enter.
attendance of nobles from alone was reported in 1910 as
to 999 acres, 833 in 1910 and 308 in!
as compared with $17,324,000 in 1800, a gain of 525; and of 1,000 acres
various parts of New Mexico the cereTonight's Program.
The following i3 the program for to- monial and business sessions and ban- 1900, a gain of $S1,172,000, or 469 per and oyer, 569 in 1910, and 325 in 1900,
an increase of 244.
quet made up one of the most success- cent.
night's commencement exercises:
The total value of all farm build
.
ful gatherings of the members of this
Music.
Acreage Group Proportions.
Invocation . .
Rev. A. M. Mandalari picturesque order ever seen in this Ings alone was given in 1910 as
Of the whole number of farms, those
in
1900,
as
$3,565,000
against
Announcements
city. The business session began at
an increase of $9,369,000, or 263 per of 19 acres and under formed 18 per
. . . .The President of the
University one o'clock and the ceremonial ses- cent.
cent in 1910 and 41 per cent in 1900:
sion at 3. The latter, however, it is
Commencement Address
acres, 8 per cent in 1910!
In 1910 the value of the farm land ( those of
more
unceremonious
was
rumored
"The Blood of the Nation"
88 per cent of the and 18 per cent in 1900; those of 50-constituted
alone
Dr. David Starr Jordan
than its name implies, as the initiates
of land and buildings, as 99 acres, 5 per cent in 1910 and S
would testify if they might. The ban total value
President of Leland Stanford, Jr.,
;
per cent in 1900; those of
with 83 per cent in 1900.
compared
quet was called at nine and with their
University.
The repoterd value of farm imple acres, 44 per cent in 1910 and 22 per
the
feet once under
Music.
groaning mahog ments and machinery was $4,101,000 cent in 1900; those of
acrss.
Distribution of Prizes. :
any it was a late hour before the last in 1910, as against $1,152,000 in 1900, 21 per cent in 1910 and 6 per cent in
witty toast w3 offered and the a gain of $2,949,000, or 256 per celit. 1900; those of
Conferring of Degrees.
acres, 2 iter
Shriners adjourned.
Music Alma Mater.
The total acreage reported In 1910 cent In both 1910 and 1900; and those
Benediction.
was 11,225,000 acres, as compared of 1,000 acres and over, 2 per cent.
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor
with 5,131,000 in 1900, a gain of 6,094,- - in 1910 and 3 per cent in 1900.
of Arts. College of Letters and
The expenditure for labor In 1910
000 acres, or 119 per cent.
Arts.
The improved acerage was returned reached the sum of $3,611,000, as comMore-People
More
and
Carl Gustaf Karsten. , ;
in 1910 as amounting to 1,464,000 pared with $1,951,000 in 1900, an inLora Marie Lovelace.
acres, as against 327,000 in 1900, an crease of $1,660,000, or 83 per cent.
seriThe good-humorMarie Parrish. .Thesis:
Story
are Finding Out increase of 1,137,000 acres, or 348 per The expenditures for fertilizers
of Spanish Fiction."
amounted in 1910 to $24,000, while in ousness
cent.
and dare-devilt- ry
The improved acreage formed 13 1900 it was $3,000, an increase of
Julia Bayard
Pickard.
Thesis:
That it pays splendid re"The Change of Thought as Expressed
per cent of the total acreage In 1910 $21,000, or 700 per cent.
of the cow-punch- er
in the Social, Educational, Industrial
and 6 per cent In 1900.
turns in health to quit coffee,
Summary for the State.
The preliminary comparative sum- show in
The average acre per farm report
and Literary Conditions Existing in
every line of
which contains a drug caffeine,
ed in 1910 was 320 as against 41 in mary follows; the first figures being
the South Today."
1900, a decrease of 97 acres, or 23 par the statistics for 1910, the second for
Alice Caroline Schreiber. Thesis:
and in its place use a
ten years ago and the third the percent.
"Dickens as a Reformer."
The average value per acre of farm centage of increase, in the first
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor
made of wheat which is known to
land and buildings In 1910 is stated group only one decrease being record
of Science. Col.ege of Science and
as $9.93 as against $4.07 in 1900
be pure and wholesome.
ed, that of average size of farms. In
Engineering.
the second group the third column
rise of $5.86, or 144 per cent.
Arthur Raymond Seder.
The average value per acre of farm shows the actual amount of increase:
Candidates for the Diploma of the
All farms, 35,032; 12,311; 185.
land- alone in 1910 was reported as
School of Education.
was
the
1900
in
Total acreage, 11,225,000; 5,131,000;
while
$3.38,
it
$8.77,
Teresa Armijo.
amount of gain being $5.39, or 159 119.
Cherange Sylvia Roberts.
Improved
per cent.
acreage, 1,464,000;
is such a beveridge
Erna Louise Schroeder.
348.
Color of Farmers.
Head Usher Mr. Charles Lembke.
by Clarence E. Mulford
Of the whole number, 35,032, of
Average acres per farm, 320; 417;
The president's reception
takes
It has done good honest
farms reported in 1910 there were 23.
the kind of book
place directly after the commencement
Value of land and buildings,
33,180, or 95 per cent operated by
exercises.
service to humanity for years.
white farmers, and 1,852, or 5 per
$20,889,000; 433.
man recommends to his
Faculty
nonwhits
Value of land, $98,496,000; $17,324,-000- ;
other
and
cent,
negro
by
and
Millions
use
it,
the
number
The board of regents of ,the Univer469.
farmers, as compared with a total
friends.
sity of New Mexico mef for the pur
of 12,311 in 1900, of which 10.S93, or Value of buildings, $12,934,000; $3,565,-000- ;
is steadily increasing.
pose of electing the faculty and offi
88 per cent were conducted by white
263.
t
$1.35 net
cers of the university for the ensuing
a
Value of implements and machinReason"
"There's
farmers, and 1,418, or 12 per cent,
year.
The ery, $4,101,000; $1,152,000; 256.
AT ALL BOOKSTORES
by negro and other nonwhite.
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Dr. Edward Dundas McQueen Gray
increase in the number of farms of
value per acre of land and
Average
Battle Creek, Mich.
was
A. C McClurg ft Co., Publishers
president of the univerwhite farmers
during the decade buildings, $9.93; $4.07; 144.
sity. This is the third time that Dr.
amounted to 22,287, and In the number
New York CHICAGO San Francisco
acre
land
value
of
per
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th West Point ot the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

Department

Through Academic course, preparing young men tor college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Jay, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.

food-drin-

-

furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
" J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated ca- taloguet address:
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COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

'
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico, It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

NEW MEXICATT, SANTA

ON THE FARM.

New Mexico still lacks individual
efficiency in manufacturing and it does
also in agriculture.
the
Although
agricultural statistics made public today are a source of much pride, they
also teach the lesson that the New
Mexico farmer is not efficient, that for
ach acre in the farm he produces less
than the farmer of eny other state
One must go to Euroin the Union.
pean countries, or to the Chinamen at
Deming to learn efficiency on the'farm.
A writer in the World's Work for
June gives a very attractive description of the manner in which the agricultural work of Denmark is done.
In the various rural schools scattered throughout the country a winter
course in farming is given to the boys,
and during the' summer lessons in
household art are given to the girls.
Besides instruction to the young
people, there are courses of eleven
days each given for the benefit of men
and women.
Denmark is also one of the countries where intensified farming is a
necessity, and as a result of the small
er area to be tilled, and also, perhaps, because of the lessons which the
people of Denmark are given in agriculture and in household arts, there is
no
problem in DenThe people are apparently too
mark.
eager to have the chance to work on
the farm.
Perhaps the United States may yet
learn a lesson from Denmark in regard to the management of the farm.
It is very certain that a large majority of farmers in America are following the methods which obtained in
the days of their fathers. There is
only one way to do things and that is
the way which has always been fol
lowed. There is land greed; and the
average farmer still believes that it is
better to till a large farm in the old
way than to devote more intelligent
effort to a smaller acreage.
Perhaps the high cost of living is
only another way of referring to the
fact that the United States is even yet
only on the threshold of agricultural
efficiency.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico
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GENERAL AGENTS.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW SSEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Fire Insurance
Surety Bonds,
Plate Glass Insurance,
Casualty Insurance,

Life Insurance,
Burglary Insurance,
Liability Insurance,
Disability Insurance.
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. $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

"

Transects a gewral awiikt'bs4wes hi aH Its branches.-Leanmoney est the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Bays and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for Its customers. Burs and sells domes- tic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the dvilized wertd oa as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmltias: agency public or private.
Intend allowed en time deposits, at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six mouths' or years' tim. Liberal advances
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to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is
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WHEAT AND STOCK
MARKETS WERE STRONG.
Financing of Great Northern and Probable Absorption of Burlington
Give Confidence.

Fraternal Societies

A

MASONIC.
.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

In the one case the law does not pro- hibit the making of the contract; it
Regular communimerely declines after they have been
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
cation first Monday
made to recognize their validity, and
Chicago, June 1. Strength developof each month at
ed in the wheat market today because
at
u. uupueeu 10 pie
luc ui4uvuw6
Masonic - Hall
sumed to be sufficient protection to
of expert opinions that although the
7.30.
the public. In the other the making
winter crop still promises to be heavy
K. H. DORMAN,
of contracts which are against public
Master
many sections need rain. Besides, it
was expected, a better demand for CHAS. E. LINNETi. Secretary.
policy, because they affect the whole
cash wheat would be shown, now that
community and are of the nature of
the May deal is out of the way. The
monopoly, as well as conspiracies to
Santa Fe Chapter No.
opening was the same as last night
injure those who are strangers to the
Regular
1, R. A. M.
to
unlawful
interference
higher.
agreement by
convocation
second
891-4,
un891-to
with their rights, exposes to punishJuly started at
Monday of each month
ment those who are concerned in
up and advanced to
changed to
at Masonic Hall a;
89
them. The fact seems to be forgot
7:30 p. m.
a
corn
of
ten in the discussion aroused by the
gave
offerings
Scarcity
JOHN H. WALKER.
to
53
that
at
White
bullish turn. July opened
opinion of Chief Justice
to
a
531-last night's level,
in the restricted price case Justice
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
shade lower and then rose to 53
Hughes had already read the "rule of
In oats there was fair commission
reason" into the Sherman act, and
Santa Fe Commanden
demand based chiefly on the strength
had quoted with approval the case of
No. 1, K. T. Regular
to ,1-of corn. July started
.
Xordenfeldt, decided by the English
conclave fourth Monand asHouse of Lords, in winch the common
higher at 35.5-- to 35
at
month
each
in
day
cended to 35
law doctrine in regard to restraint of
One
in
Masonic Hall at 7:30
The close was steady with July
trade received a somewhat broader
m.
p.
was
718
than
last
than
it
previously
night.
higher
terpretation
ROOMS IN SUITE 'WITHTRIVATE BATH
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
WHEAT
thought to bear,
W.
13-E.
Recorder.
GRIFFIN,
The close was firm with July
Cnisine and
It is also forgotten that the conclu-eveLarge Sample
net higher.
Table Service
A
Boom for Comsions reached in this very case, had
Santa Fe Lodge of
Provisions were firm. Prices openbeen previously summarized by the
mercial Travelers
Perfection No. 1, 14th
ed at 21-- up with further gains folsupreme court of the United States in
Acand
Ancient
degree.
lowing.
September delivery opened
the following terms: "The distinction
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
to 8.15 for
for pork, 8.12
at 14.22
cepted Scottish Rite of
between partial and general restraint
Free Masonry meets on
was an incorrect criterion, But wheth-b- e AGRICULTURE IN NEW MEXICO. lard and 7.80 for ribs.
the third Monday of each month
Stock Market.
er a contract was invalid becausein
Paradoxical as it may aeem, but it is
New Tork,
June 1. Sustained at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
restraint of trade must depend upon the truth nevertheless, that the cen
whether in consideration of all the sus bureau values the farms of New strength was displayed in the stock Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
124126
Two Blocks From Depot
morning session Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are corcircumstances the contract was found Mexico at $111,430,000;
or twice as market throughno the
Montezuma Ave.
m
One Block West of Capitol
of the nervous- dially invited to attend.
trace
was
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or
If
there
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reasonable
to be
much as the total assessed valuation of
S. SPITZ, 31
reasonable it was not a contract in the Territory. This demonstrates two ness which characterized yesterday's
TELEPHONE
88 BLACK
Venerable Master.
restraint of trade, and if unreasonable facts: that agriculture is by far the trading. The absorptive power of
to be Increasing HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
market
the
appeared
it was. The decisions of the" American most whportant
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industry of New Mex- largely and attempts to depress met
courts substantially conform to both ico,
Secretary.
all
than
the
other
indust
AMERICAN
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with no success. The Hill stocks atthe development and ultimate results ries greater
combined, and that the average tracted special attention by reason of
B. P. O. E.
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Freight Associa- - seem to ordinary apprehension
not
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the
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460, B. P. O. E.! holds
proposed financing and in some quartion case Justice Peckham met the the recent decision of the supreme It is a marvelous
ten years ters the view was held that the proits regular session on
contention that the term "restraint of court leaves the law pretty much that the census growth in
which ject to take over the Burlington had
figures
reveal,
inbeen
the second and fourth
act
where it has always
distinctly would
trade" as used in the Sherman
Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
be sufficient to turn New Mexi- been made more feasible by the tenor
eluded only those contracts which are opposed to restraint of trade where
Wednesday of each
head with pride, were it not for of the supreme court's decisions in
month. Visiting' brothin unreasonable restraint thereof with that restraint is immediate and direct, co's
ers are invited-- and
the statement that the term is not of and concerning itself not at all about the fact, that Idaho with less popula- the Standard Oil and American Tobac':
welcome.
""o'i
such limited significance. But in the restraints of the general public or of tion, less area, less favorable climate, co cases. After stocks reached a
CARL A. L. BISHOP.
Joint Traffic Association case Justice competing traders or manufacturers. has farm- values just twice as much higher levql in the second hour, estabBut New lishing numerous gains of between 1 J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Peckham, while reaffirming the con- - It is not at all apparent that any busi- as those of New Mexico.
elusions reached in the previous case, ness man entering into a combination Mexico's increase the pact decade is and 2 points, the buying diminished
Secretary.
took occasion to qualify his former honestly intended to increase his facil gratifying indeed. A gain of 4G9 per and there was a slight easing off in
broad statement with the admission ities for trade, and not framed with cent in farm values in ten years, is the railroad section.
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
that the- - prohibited restraint must be the express purpose of being able to nothing short of phenomenal. There Bonds were firm.
The jump of 21-- to 991-- in Burimmediate and direct. Justice Brew- - control the market for a given com' is much satisfaction also in the fact
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er, who had concurred in both deci- - modify and establish a virtual monop' that the area improved, or under cul- lington joint fours, induced realizing
sions, as well as in that of the North- - oly either in its production or distri' tivation has increased 348 per cent in and they reacted ,1
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interpretation of the phrase "restraint opinion of Chief Justice White should has iucreased from 12,311 to 35,032, closed active and strong. Best prices
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land in private ownership by of the day were scored in the final its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
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Significant, too, is the in All the active issues were at a higher ers are always welcome.
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of the court fully committed to the rules of ordinary fairness and
crease of 700 per cent in the, value of level both Union Pacific and Atchison
President
acceptance of the original rule mon sense.
fertilizer applied a3 well as the in- making new records for the year. U.
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as laid down by Justice Peckham.
crease of 256 per cent in the value of S. Steel recovered all its dividend.
One of the critics of the chief justice ' gurprjsing revelations are due in the farm implements.
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Judge Taft went on to say that in iff is funny, ana is just what has been the road tax collection a political comThe party probably would not have
recent years even the fact that the predicted and expected.
Before the pensation for services rendered; that been rained
had it not been for The New Mexican Frtnong comcontract is one for tha sale of proper- national election next year, the Demo the old method had such a firm hold the fact thatupon
one of the provision pany has prepared civil and criminal
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RESTRAINT OF
UNREASONABLE
TRADE.
To the lavman it seems a mere
quibble on the part of eminent legal
talpnt to take issue with the Un ted
States supreme court in its Standard
Oil decision, when the court reads in- law the
to the Sherman anti-truwords "unreasonable" for the layman
in his innocence imagines that the
legislative power never intended" to
prohibit "reasonable" restraint of
trade. But be that as it may, the de- cision in the Tobacco Trust case
.Hr.h
mida tho nnsitinn nf
th Kunreme court much clearer and
iY,
r,i,rts anrt hnsinjKa
r.n) loo
interests in doubt as to what is "rea- ecnable" and "unreasonableresfcraint
of trade. Any partnership, any con- solidation of business enterprises, any
business agreement, may "be argued
to be a restraint of trade, which -- In its
minute ramifications might Dy infer- ence be said to have an influence,
though it be minute, on interstate com- If in a town with two drug
stores or two newspapers, one sells
out to the other, it could be shown
by some one not a lawyer, that
such buying out of each other is in re- straint of trade, or even establishes
a monopoi;-- . If such business has any
transaction outside of the state, eith- er in buying or selling, it could also
shown that interstate commerce is
affected. But surely, the Sherman an- act is not aimed at such "rea- sonable" business transactions.
With due deference to the eminent
legal attainments of the critics of the
opinion of Chief Justice White in the
Standard Oil case, it must be said that
the entire controversy seems to be one
which concerns itself rather with
words than principles. It is true that
Trans-Missou-
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in lak?s, ponds and streams and have
R. H. Hanna has left the national a good time, growing in size, until
some clever Waltonlte pets a hook in
capital for Santa Fe.
T. P. Frankenburger, a merchant of their mouths. Then they are served
on the table for a Friday dinner. And
Espanola, is at the Palace hotel.
J. J. Burke, Ihe well known flour that is their finish.
salesman is here from Lamar, Colo.
Applications for Parole.
Howard has returned
G. Volney
The following convicts have filed
fiom Taos where he has been attendapplications for parole, to be acted up
i
ing court.
on at the next meeting of the board
Attorney E. P. Davies went to
June 9th, 1911:
last evening, expecting to return of parole, Friday,
from
Enrique Herrera, sentenced
tomorrow afternoon.
San Miguel county for the larceny
H. S. "SVannamaker, the railroad from
dwelling.
promoter. of Amistad, L'nion county, '"'
from
George Schafer, sentenced
is here on his way to Taos.
"'
Dr. C. E. Lukens, director of the Luna countV for "larceny."
sentenced
Irom
Charles
Schafer,
Children's Home in .Albuquerque, arGrant county for flourishing deadly
rived in thedty yesterday. ".
weapon.
Acasio
Assistant
Superintendent
Abel Martinez, sentenced from Rio
Gallegos has left on a visit to his home
at Tajique, Torrance county.
Arriba county for horse stealing.
H. O. Snyder, a superintendent of
Epimenio Romero , sentenced from
agents for the Mutual Life, of Pueblo. Taos county for assault with deadly
Colorado, is at the Montezuma.
weapon.
Hon. J. A. Lucero, county commisLou Shelton, sentenced from McKin-lesioner, returned home to Santa Cruz
county for assault with deadly
this forenoon over the Denver & Rio weapon.
Grande.
from
Leo M. Guoynes, sentenced
E. G. T witty, probate clerk of Col
a
with
assault
for
Grant
deadly
county,
him
ith
fax county is in the city.
are H. W. Koeneke and J. A. Farrel weapon.
'
Luis Sanchez, sentenced from I'nion
of Raton.
Orleans, county for murder.
A. Cunningham of New
who spends his summers in Santa Fe
Andalecio Sena, sentenced from San
for Its ideal climate, has arrived at Miguel county for murder.
...
the Palace hotel. .
William Chisholm, sentenced from
W. H. Morgan, proprietor of the
Sierra county for drawing and handlSatwill
leave
Stable
Morgan Livery
ing deadly weapon.
urday for Dayton, Eddy county, to
from
Samuel Burge, . sentenced
spend a few days visiting friends
Judge and Mrs. M. C. Mechem 'are Union county for murder.
Charles Williams, sentenced from
expected to arrive in Santa Fe this
evening and expect to leave from here San Miguel county for embezzlement.
on a visit to Fort Smith Arkansas.
Fred L. Brabant, sentenced from
.
Judge John R. McFie has left WMbBeraaltllo county for forgery of
ingion, u. u., lur um uuiue iu luis dorsement to check.
city, confident that the V. S. senate
Burton D. Pennington, sentenced
will Boon confirm his reappointment from Bernalillo
county for burglary of
tc the bench.
shop and larceny therefrom,
Bruce Williams has returned from
Juan Lucero, sentenced irom Union
an extensive trip through the Navajo county for rape.
region of San Juan county. He pur- ' Eliseo Fernandez, sentenced from
has Taos
chased a string of horses and
county for discharging pistol in
back some of the steeds with
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GATHERING
AT COURT HOUSE..

Every Insurance Order in New Mexico is to Be Represented at
Congress June 12.
One of the biggest affairs that has
ever taken place in the associated fraternal societies of New Mexico, is to
be held in the court house June 12
at Santa Fe, when the Fraternal Insurance Societies of this city combine
themselves, into what will be known
as the Associated Fraternal Societies
of New Mexico. This association will
be composed of the Modern Woodmen
of America, Woodmen of the World,
Erotherhood of American Yeomen, the
Alianza
Fraternal
Union of America, the Royal Neighowm co cmicao
fcuvra
CTIHT t y
bors of America, and the Royal Highlanders. Other lodges throughout the
territory are making applications for
Negligee
membership in this to be the Associated Fraternal Societies of New Mexico, and it is predicted by men high in
fraternal circles that before six months
this association will have over ' two
Corliss-Coo- n
soft and linen collars; ties correct in shape
hundred lodges enrolled as members
color. B. V. D., Porosknit and other underwear at
and
ot this association.
right prices. Hosiery so tasty that you will roll your
Its obioct shall he tn unite
renn- trousers up. All this goes to help put on that "GOOD
table fraternal beneficiary societies do
FRONT"
ing business in New Mexico, for concerted action in all maters
J$
interest and for mutual protection.
See our special counter for week end sales
benefit and improvement in ail things The Leaders in Price Making,
tenaing to increase their growth, permanency and usefulness; and for the
prevention of all things that may injure their progress. The convention
will be convened at 10 o'clock Monbrought
settlement.
day morning to transact business, durhim.
'
D. K. Foster, sentenced from Lincoln ing the day, and at 8 p. m. all memEllsworth Ingalls, of the department '
for larceny of horse.
bers of fraternal societies and their
of justice,, Washington, D. C, was in county
Alberto Arellano, sentenced from friendB are invited to the rally. The
and
the city this morning
registered
in- military band will play for the
at the Palace. He is the "son of the Dona toAna county for assault with
kill.
late U. S. Senator Ingalls of Kansas, tent
Robert Leslie, Jr., sentenced from
This association is organized
for
and his specialty is to Investigate InOtero county for killing Neat Cattle.
the affiliation of all fraternal benefidian depredation claims.
Zeno Wolfenberger, sentenced from ciary societies doing business in New
F. R. Frankenburger, manager of
the Espanola Mercantile Company, Curry county for drawing and handl Mexico, for New Mexico and nothing
IF SO WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU!
WE SELL CHASE AND SANBORN'S
who had been at Las Vegas to meet ing deadly weapon in a threatening else, first, last, and all the time, and
has no connection whatever with the
his daughter who was on her way manner.
National Fraternal Congress of the As-- .
home fom attending a school in the!
'
sociated
THREE
Fraternities of America.
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&
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'A
east, left this forenoon over the
Governor
Jaffa
IN
and
Mills, Secretary
ONE WEEK.
R. G. for his home at Espanola.
i
General
adto
Prichard are invited
Hon Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas,
expects to go to Washington in a few Taos Court Had Mighty Busy Session dress the association.
and Disposed of Criminal
davs tn heln Deleeate Andrews to out
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If the blood fi poor and filled with the
poisons from diteaiei kidneys or inactive
liver, the heart ii not only starved but
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that did not appeal to them. In factlested to learn that the New National-thing- s
SUMMARY OF AMERICAN
were somewhat disagreeable to list Zoo has acquired some specimens
BOY SCOUT MANUAL.
them. Even the picture on the cover of an interesting and peculiar new
Oath Has Been Changed, Law Ampli- was a source ot troubling questions variety of the fauna. These are the
and inquiries. Whereas the cut now peace fakirs. While slightly different
fied by American Ideals of Manused on the bulletins and the sta- from the familiar nature
hood and Citizenship.
fakirs, these
tionery of the movement appeals at animals have some of the same characonce to the American boy."
teristics and probably belong to the
In sending out the new edition of
Powell also writes: "I think same
tee manual, the leaders of the Boy Baden
generic classification.
revision
of the Scout test and of
These are otherwise termed false
Scouts of America feel that at last your
the Scout law an improvement on
Ey ANNA PHILLIPS SEE
apostles of peace, undesirable
they have adapted the principles of
We have,
original.
in fact,
or members of the Order
the Boy Scout movement to suit the the
the law lately to include pur- o: International Face
The amended
needs of the American boys.
Slappers. No (Copyright, 1911, by Associated Literary
in thought, word and deed in acPress.)
Bhort and ugly word has yet been anmovement has been Americanized. It ity
cord with your idea, and also have
nounced to use in this connection, but
may seem strange that an organiza- altered the
combed her long
Brown
Millie
wording of honoring God will undoubtedly be
tion that was started in this country, to
forthcoming in bright hair by the light of the. rismake
more
it
and
pracemphatic
the near future.
adopted in England, and then in a tical."
ing sun. It was only four o'clock on
new form, transferred to this country,
The discoverey of these varmints a summer morning, but a farmer's
The Age Limit.
The
should need Americanization.
has oc- daughter in the haying season must
by the faunal naturalist-in-chie- f
Appeals have been made to the Ex- casioned
fact is that General Sir Robert Baden-Poweof a sensation. It be up and about betimes.
somewhat
added new ideas to the princi- ecutive Board of the Boy Scouts of was heretofore the popular belief that
As she braided her locks and pinned
he found here, and when America to permit boys under twelve all peace advocates were in the same them up coronet-wiswhich
about her pretty
ples
Exeto
as
Scouts.
The
qualify
the Boy Scouts of America wera start- years
she thought of Ed Martin big
of
that
head,
category,
pinkteacuss
Carnegil;
careed more than a year ago, it had many cutive Board gave the request
but it appears taat there is a differen-tation- . handsome Ed who loved her she was
So popular did the ful consideration and finally decided
sure. His every look said so. And Ed
foreign phases.
We have undesirable
in view of the aims of the Boy
organization become that the English that,
As there are, good trusts and was coming today to help her father
Scout
to
wiser
much
is
movement,
it
manual with several chapters of Erwith the haying. Her heart fluttered
bad trusts, so also there are
arbinest Thompson Seton was hastily keep the age limit, twelve years, uni- trators and bad arbitrators; good
at the thought of waiting on Ed at
the
liar
form throughout the United States":
mealtimes. After supper he might peradopted for th American boys. The
conscious
and
class
have
invaded
the
Mr. George L. Sehon, of Louisville,
requirements for the various classes
field
of
To secure haps join her on the porch. Then
universal peace.
of scouts, badges, various articles in Ky.t urges that the boys in the South
the
consummation
latter
it
may be maybe
Scout
be
to
the
Boy
join
permitted
At her mother's hurried call, she
the manual, Scout law, equipment,
to
few
a
of
beat
the fake
up
necessary
arand many of the activities had for- organization when ten years old,
slipped Into her prettiest gingham
t
paciflca-tionisof
The
true
advocates
peace.
guing that Southern boys developed
a rose
that matched her
eign characteristics.
is willing to have universal dis- dress, and pink
earlier than did the Northern boys.
hastened down the steep
cheeks,
Despite all this the activities apThe members of the Executive Board, armament if all the other nations stairs.
pealed strongly to American boys and
their guns first. The kind ot
The Brown farm was large and
the movement spread rapidly. It was however, felt that it was wiser to aspike
world tribunal we need is one that several acres were given up to grass.
and
to the limits of
twelve
stick
to
the leaders of the work,
apparent
will give the United States a square These acres were mowed by hand by
however, that the work among the eighteen years.
The reason for thl3 decision is well deal; and we should agree to regard Mr. Brown and his neighbors. In
boys was hindered to a certain extent defined in
the minds of the members its decisions as binding as long as haying time the hamlet of Rhodes
by the foreign element in the activi- of the National Council.
Valley was a
community.
Experiments they suit us.
obwas
ties.
this
that
It
apparent
t
under
twelve
five the men were
among
boys
By
years and . It is much to be regretted that these
stacle must be overcome before the
over twelve years show conclusively peace fakirs have come in and compli- swinging their scytnes through the
Boy Scout organization could really
them- cated the situation. We can never
dewy grass, Ed Martin among them.
find the place in the heart of the that, when the boys are left to
they invariably separate into beat peace into the heads of our for- Ed, however, did not lead the mowAmerican boy for which the leaders selves
two groups.
The boys older than eign neighbors as long as we have to ers. A slender, wiry little man, by
To this tremendous task of
hoped.
want to play go to the floor with the false apostles name Sam Gay, set the pace.
twelve
years,
invariably,
Americanizing a movement that origSam was as plain as Ed was handin which the younger boys can at home.
inally was American, many men have games
not compete.
The older boys take
"Crack," goes the big stick as it im- some, but he was the best mower in
given months of serious thought and
pinges on the poll of the emperor of the valley, and the quickest wltted
work.
It included a conference in up the greater part of the playground.
Because of the manner in which the Germany.
"Excuse me, but what is man. His jest and hearty laughter
ot
Washington under the auspices
members
the
boys
separate,
idea
invariably
the
of
that?" asks Wilhelm, rub- kept the men in spirits through many
President Taft, and consultations with of
a long day. Sam was a favorite with
the National Council recently de bing his bald spot.
"That means"
many eminent educators and philan- cided that
men, but in the presence of women
cannot adopt the T. R., "that you have
they
to
the
be
in
interested
developpeacegot
thropists
he was tonguetied. Millie, and every
ment of American boys into splendid recommendation of Professor Clark ful and arbitrate. Rinci"
one else, knew that he adored her,
W. Hetherington, for the incorporat-"Oh, very well, ziemlich gut," re- but he never seemed to
citizens.
ion of the Boy Scouts of America
get beyond an
sponds his highness, politely.
"AnyiTne irrst tangible result of this and the
embarrassed
as
greeting.
association
Playground
thing to save trouble. Let us have
work is the new manual.
Typewrit- one organization.
At 10 o'clock Millie carried a pan
peace subject to your august directen copies and proof sheets of it have
of gingerbread and a Jug of switchel
Ohio Scouts Developing Rapidly.
tions."
been submitted to many men throughto the mowers resting in the shade.
Preston G. Orwig, Field Secretary
This is our only living
out the country. The comments of the Boy Scouts
of America, who idea
of the true apostle of peace.
which the Editorial Board, comprising recently made a tour of the Boy
We will arbitrate so long as the
Mr. wm. B. Murray, A. A. Jameson, Scout organizations in the West, says
Ernest Thompson Seton, G. D. Pratt, that in Columbus, especially, the Boy other nations behave themselves. Albuquerque Journal.
and James E. West, Executive Sec Scouts are of the highest order.
retary, have received are highly gratiand especially
Concerning
Scouting
Persons interested in the or- the boys in Columbus, Orwig says:
fying.
ganization feel sure that in the com 'That scouting has taken a grip on
ing summer the Scout activities will communities in all parts of the counappeal more than ever to the boys try is demonstrated by the fact that
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and that the movement will receive in all the places touched in my trip
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American
the
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multitudinous duties of his office has
ideal of manhood and citizenship. It found time to oversee the Scout work
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is aimed to train the boys to face of the city. Local Council in Colum
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evils which threaten them daily.
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manual.
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6,000.
Sheep
Receipts
Market
he asked, "has your father any
and thoroughly interesting manner. lent man tor tne position and it is a
Muttons $3.504.25;
lambs
There are articles on Birdcraft, For- matter of congratulation that he will steady.
whisky? That would be good for Ed,
fed
wethers
and
$5.506.75;
anyway."
estry, Stars, Shellfish; Reptiles and carry on the work started so splendid1 I3.755.25; fed western ewesyearlings
$3.!
Millie started toward the house.
Insects. There is a chapter on Chiv- ly during the past year. Albuquerque 4.00.
Journal.
Fear tor Ed winged her feet as she
of
of
which
treats
the
alry
Knights
-June 1. 'Cattle
Chicago,
Receipts
sped over the rough stubble, and in
the Middle Ages, and the heroes of
5,000. Market steady. Beeves $5.20
a few minutes she was telling her
America in a manner to emphasize
The' Road Tax.
steers
Texas
6.45;
$4.605.6O; west tale to her mother.
There is
There has been heretofore some ern steers $4. SO 5.60;
the Boy Scout principles.
stockers and
Mrs. Brown, who was nothing if
a chapter on Citizenship written with very natural objection on the part of feeders $3.90 5.75; cows and heifers
not practical, went straight to the telethe aim of bringing home to the boys the public to- paying the three dollars $2.50 5.85; calves $5.25 8. .
phone and summoned the doctor.
the deeds ot the men who made road tat which Is again due and pay
Market
Receipts 20,000;
Hogs
Meanwhile the men in the field had
American history, and of showing able and whose collection is necessary five
cents higher. Light $5.756.10; put Ed Martin into the big hayrack
how the Boy Scout principles train to the prosecution of the important mixed
$5.706.05; heavy:
and sent him to the house with Sam
them to do likewise.
county road work now under way. In rough $5.555.75; good to$5.556;
choice Gay. Sam drove the rack carefully to
The authors of the manual know times past this objection was based
pigs $5.556; bulk of the door. On a mattress of hay lay
heavy
the boys and understand what they largely on the undeniable fact that the sales $5.756; :
tne big man very pale and moaning at
$5.906;
men
so
many
The fact that
want.
taxpayer had no means of knowing
15,000.
Market Intervals.
Receipts
Sheep
have' taken a part in the authorship that his road tax was going to do him sNsady.
Native
$34.30; western When Ed had been made comfortaof the manual guarantees that It has any good. That the road funds under
$34.35; yearlings $4.155; lambs, ble on the parlor sofa, Millie took Sam
much greater breadth and scope than the old regime now happily past were native
to one side. "Oh, did they find the
$4.256.6o; western $4.25
' often put to a use about as practical 0.75.
ii mm uuu uuu ct.iiis.m snake?" she asked.
as
too. that it has been supervised by
dropping them In the bottom of the
"No, they didn't," he replied with
men
river is unpleasant history; there is a
an Editorial Board of trained
a
PAST HELP.
WOMAN
puzzled expression, "but no one
reand that suggestions have been - new deal now. By the
for a minute that there are
a
In
Okla.
Chandler.
letter
from
ceived from educator and phifan,- of the county commissioners and the this
Mrs. Ella Flowers says, any tattlers around here. Yet we are
place,
Commercial
of
Club
the
country
all
an
Insistparts
pressed by
thropists in
know how to thank yon for sort ot worried about Ed. When he
is a proof of the scope of the new ent public sentiment, things nave now "I hardly
that Cardui has done me. tried to put his coat on he couldnt
the
good
come
in
to a pass where the road funds
d
interest
book and the
Before
tried
I
Cardui, I thought I even get his arm into the sleeve. As
are being used Intelligently and yon
the movement
but
after taking It, I soon as be thought he was swelling
Clarence R. Craig, a Scout Master get three dollars worth of lasting was past help,
in a faint. I can't
at
was
relieved
and gained at all over he dropped
once,
to
road
In
three
lor
dollars
tax.
your
of
of Phoenix, Ariz., writing
regard
understand it. He doesn't look any
ten
least
I
The
road
pounds.
is
says
Everybody
the Americanization t ot the manual,
supervisor anxious to push
different does he to you?"
ays: "I think the suggestions are the building ot the good roads south look so much better. . 1 am still Im"No, only paler," said Millie trutha vast Improvement over things con- from this city. So is . the territorial proving greatly." Many women are fully. "But he must be dreadfully
'
talned in the manual which we have engineer and the roads commission completely worn out and discouraged, sick to groan so. Oh, I do wish the
been using.
The change will be and so are the people. Al6uquerque on account ot womanly weakness, doctor would come."
Are you? Have yon not tried Cardui? : The doctor did come In a few
very much appreciated by the boys. Journal.
,
a they have : not 'felt that the man
It only needs a few doses to convince
horse at a
driving his
ual was quit an American book, and
Peso Fakirs.
you that Cardui is just what you need. lively rata. Every joint in the rusty
there were numterous things In It Scientific circles will be much Inter-- Try it today. It win euro your pains.
v.

A Howling
Swell

ll

e

half-pas-

1

.
Browns nncnrrs-'rsrt.Tha doctor looked unsympathetic-- !
ally at his despairing patient. "Guess
you dreamed snake bites. Looks to
me like a bee sting, but I'll cauterize
it to ease your mind."
"Oh, doctor. I'm afraid I'm going to
die," moaned Ed. "I'm swollen terribly. I couldn't even get my arms
N
into my coat sleeves!"
"Well, you don't look any fattern's
usual to me," the doctor remarked
dryly, "but maybe you are. I'll give
you a dose that'll make you forget
your woes, anyway.
When the opiate had calmed the
terrified man Into slumber, Millie and
her mother served the dinner to the
men. Outwardly the girl was very
quiet, but her mind and heart were in
a turmoil. She had seen Ed Martin
as he really was a coward.
Several times during the meal Sam
sprang to help her, his homely face
illumined with an unselfish devotion.
He looked almost beautiful to her In
spite of his physical disadvantages.
In the late afternoon Ed Martin
awoke just as Sam entered the parlor
carrying a coat. Sam was gleeful.
"Well, Ed, your terrible swellness
Is now explained. You tried to put on
my coat this morning. No wonder a
great behemoth like you couldn't get
into the attire of a grasshopper! I
guess you'll feel better now."
Ed sat up looking like a man reprieved from death. "I suppose I'm
all right then," he remarked with an
embarrassed laugh, glancing at Mil
lie. She did net smile in return, as
once she would have done.
In the twilight, fragrant with the
odor of the newly mown hay, Millie
sat on the porch. She felt unaccountably weary aud disheartened.
WhiEtling cheerily, Sam passed
down the walk on his way home. He
saw the drooping figure in the half
light and stopped.
"Tired?" he asked awkwardly.
Then she burst into tears.
In a moment Sam's shyness was
gone, put to flight by his sympathy.
"Don't cry." He took her handkerchief and tenderly wiped her eyes.
"It broke you all up to have Ed sick,

ex-di-

i;

ex-di-
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FEAR

PITCHER

NO

WAN IS

Diamond Stars Hit Often, Yet Continue
to Hug Plate Unable to Move
Out of Danger.

FOR RENT Six roomed house, furnished or unfurnished. I). S. Ixwitzki.
WANTED

CLIMBING ARARAT

FOR

"Y.es?"

"Even about that, they fell out"
Careful Husband.
She So you have an educated doe:
do you let him go to the postofBce for

your mail?

He No; I am afraid he might take
It to my wife first Le Rlre.

7

room

house.

TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied,
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-

Cleaned,

Phone 231.

change.

LAND .SCRIP

PUBLIC

Scrip will

pass title to government land without
Mtlement, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner.
By
use of scrip costly, tedious and dangerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S.

Hil-dret- h,

210 Fleming

Phoenix,

Bldg..

Arizona.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
NW
No.
for SW
NE
N.
section 5,
SW
3E
township 14 N., range 9 E-- , N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above
before register or receiver, U.
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
9211-073S-

1--

4

4

2

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
Pino, all of Galisteo. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,

Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,
Notice Is hereby given that Agri-nin- a
Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead entry. No.
NW.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
Sec. 5,
NE.
Sec. 4, SE.
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 6th day of July, 1911.

9210-0738- 5,

4

i

I

4

'

4

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
all of Galisteo, N.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Notice for kunlicatloi

.

Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

April 27, 1911.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Fran
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
who, on April 18, 190C, made homestead entry, No.
for SE
Section 32, Township 16 N.,
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Fir
nal
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 23rd day of June, 1911.

Jake Stahl.
Smith says he realizes what it all
means, and just what is going to hap
pen in case he does not get out of the
way when the ball is coming straight
toward him. He says he has tried
to get out of the way, but actually
does not move an inch. He cannot
account for the fact nor the feeling
that keeps him in harm's way.

9234-0739-

five-yea-

Claimant names as witness: Jesus
TRIPS BARRED Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburcio Montoya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
Connie Mack Is Pleased at New
X M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
He States His Team
N. M.
BARNSTORMING

Rule-Incide- ntally

,

Will Lead Again.

Connie Mack is of the opinion that
the new regulation prohibiting barnstorming tours by the world's champions is a good thing. At the same
time he declares that the Athletics
had his full consent to go to Cuba last
fall, and he is only sorry that Collins
and Baker did not go along so as to
make a stronger combination, one that
perhaps the Cubans wouldn't have
beaten so decisively.
"But the work of a baseball team
on such a trip should not be taken
too seriously," Mack adds very properly. "The players consider themselves on a picnic, following a season
that has been anything but that sort
of an affair, and it does not take many
days for them to fall oft. They do not

care to take chances, quite naturally,
and in consequence lose form."
Connie concluded by saying: "There
will be no barnstorming for my team
next fall; the. rules won't permit it,"
in which remark he serves notice on
fifteen other major league managers
that the Athletics are to be on the
top of the pile at the end of the 1911
world's championship battles.
Moore Trims Giants.
Earl Moore apparently retains his
ability to put the Kibosh on the

fl

Sven

reward.

Ararat is not a mountain that Is
climbed every day, or even every year.
Seventeen ascents have been recorded, says the Wide World, and there Is
no reason to suppose that any have

Incorrigible.

the

LOST Chihuanua Tog on SatLr- ay night from 431 San Francisco Sc.
Return to Anaya & Lopez and receive

Grounded.

"The Bingles are certainly a quar
relsome c'ouple. They quarrel about
everything. When it came to the sim
ple question of putting up a hammock
in their back yard"

SALE

Apply in

H. H. Dorman, Don

LOST Around plaza Tuesday after
noon, one pink enamel and gold fleur
ue lis brooch. Finder return to this
office and receive reward.

Only Seventeen Recorded Ascents of
the Mount on Which the Ark.

Ar-rar-

cook

bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.

MOUNTAIN

escaped notice.
When James Bryce, unaccompanied.
made his remarkable ascent in 1S76
he was told by every one whom he
met in the vicinity of the mountain
that the top had never been reached,
and what was more, that it never
could be.
Jinns and fiends and giants had
prevented the rascally Kurds from
even attempting to scale the terrible
mountain, and since the ark grounded
there mortal man had not been allow
ed to trespass on the sacred lielghts, he
was informed. Had not St. Hagop tried
again and again to reach the summit
in order to silence the sceptics about
the ark? But found himself each
morning on waking, quietly deposited
at the base, whence he started. Finally an angel presented him with a piece
of the ark for his pains, but told him
to cease his attempts to reach the forbidden ground.
That was in the fourth century of
our era, but the piece of the ark
is still to be seen at the Monastery of
the Eltchmaidsin, where dwells the
Catholicos of the Armenian church.
That Russians or a stray lone Englishman, had really reached the top of
was not to be thought of.
Times have changed during the last
30 years, even at the base of Ararat.
The railway now goes skimming along
the great waste of the Garden of Eden,
the Catholicos or head of the Armenian
church, who dwells in sight of the
snow domed mountain, is an enlightened man who presses electric buttons,
turns switches and gives audience
near a table covered with flypaper.
and the Kurds, though they will not
venture for more than two miles up
are willing to admit that other people
have braved the jinns for the third
mile and the still mere difficult sur
plus.

A

mornings at Mrs.
Gaspar avenue.

"Y-yes-

,

--

PLAYERS

Why Is it that some people are so
constituted that when standing on a
high building or at. any upper story
window It is with only the greatest restraint that they keep themselves from
Jumping? Why this desire to fling oneself to certain destruction? There are
other similar elements in other makeups that are no lesn certain to bring
dire results.
One of these comes in baseball, and
no fewer than three of the real stars
of the two major leagues are victims
of a strange fore that may ultimately lead them out of baseball
forever.
Ordinarily when a batsman grabs up
a bat and steps to the plate he is
cautious about getting hit by one
of the shoots that are served up to
him. One that looks too close for comfort caiiBes him to fall back, and in
hundreds of players this tendency, this
Involuntary movement due to the innate desire for
leads
the batter to shyfoot. However, the
three players referred to are not of
this kind.
Frank Chance, the leader of the Chicago Nationals, Is one of the ball players who when poised at the plate looking over the slants of the opposing
pitcher, cannot get out of the way
when they see a pitched ball coming
at them. Some unknown force holds
him motionless.
He is aware of the
fact that the sphere Is traveling
toward him, and he realizes his danger,
but try as he will he is held motionless.
On several occasions Chance
has been cracked on the head, and with
bad results.
Jake Stahl, the Boston American
first sacker, who retired this season,
had a stripe of the same whatever-it-l- s
in his system. He was always glued
to the spot when the ball started for
him. He, too, felt chained to the ex
act position in which he stood, and
several times ne suffered In conse
quence of this strange mesmerizing indidn't it?"
"Ed!" she burst forth. "I hate fluence power the approaching ball had
him!" Then she gave Sam one look over him.
Syd Smith, the catcher acquired
brown eyes.
from her tear-we- t
Sam was not slow. He saw his op- from Atlanta by the Cleveland Ameri
cans is the third of these players.
portunity and fervently embraced it
and Millie.

MAKKETKEFORi
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Giants.

Her Authority.
"Bessie! What was that you called
the baby just now?"
"A little reptile, mamma; why?"
"Where m the world"
First Deacon He'll never become a "I Just read in my natural history
celebrated preacher.
that whatever crawls Is a reptile."
Second Deacon Why not?
These Be Parlous Times,
takes all ot bis
First Deacon-- He
Indignant Magnate
(whoso
pot
texts from the Bible.
measure is likely to fall) What do
you think you wera elected for, any
how!
Thinking of Summer.
SIM'S
When
peach
Senator (with a
Distinguished
And rather trim,
, gase) For sis
dreamy,
What biles to teach
"

-

far-aw-

7ai

i

nope i

' '

;

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
the local railroads:
Letve
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west-

of

bound, No. 10 eastbound.

Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
p.

m.

connect with No.

4 p. mp

bound.

1, west-

,

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30

p. m.
9

P.

7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 3 eastbound,
P.eturning arriv at Santa Fe 11:19
m.

D. & R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 P. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
2 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east

Your Neighbor's Exeprience
How you may profit by it. Take Foley
Mrs. E. G. Whiting,
Kidney Pills.
300 Willow street, Ackron, O., says:
"For some time I had a very serious
case of kidney trouble and I suffered
with backaches and dizzy headaches.
I had specks floating before my eyes
and I felt all tired out and miserable.
I saw Foley Kidney Pills advertised ' v
end got a bottle, and took thein ae
cording to directions and results ,
showed almost at once. The pain and - "
dizzy headaches left me, msynisjht
became clear and today Jcan. say 1
am a well woman, thank
Ttisr ;,
Kidney Pills. For sale i a'J tet

"'4

."

-

gists.

t

I

,

0
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The accident occurred at'Hahn sta-- after dark. Alexander has appealed,
Old
tion near Albuquerque.
Landmark
Going The brick
THE
BOUND
Laid Tribute on Vice Chief of Po-- ; building on the Fort Marcy reserva-lic- e
Charles W. Wappenstein of Seat- - tion, on west Palace avenue,'' gucces-tle- ,
as a kindergarten,
Washington, is on trial for estab--' sively occupied
lishing a vice district and levying trib-- . steam laundry and garage is being
X.
1.
Santa Fe,
M., June
torn down to make way for the new
ute on the red light.
The weather for New Mexico
- building of the Xew Mexican Printing
The
for
Hike
Scouts
AlbuquerBoy
is fair tonight in west portion
-que Boy Scouts will be taken to Las o'"l'aiiy.
showers in east portion. Fri- Convicts Recaptured Pan!. Owen,
canon
Manzanos
next;
of
the
X Moyas
day fair.
Monday by the public spirited automoJack Padgett and John Hart, who eg
bile owners of the Duke City.
caped from the road working gang
on Tecolote hill in San Miguel county,
!
Try Goebel's Sure Dandelion Cure, . .Camfield Project The Camfield pro-- were located at Agua Zarca and arrest-bee- n
of course at Goebels.
ject at Las Vegas, on which work had
Two others who escaped at the
suspended, is to be amply financNew Silk Dimities, all colors, 26 in.
same time are still at large,
that
ed
and
under
management
placed
at 39c per yard. Room 14, Catron block.
The Weather The range in temper- will complete the project.
Mulligan & Rising do first class picS3 to 72 degrees
Edward M. Schnor, the expert Gesture yesterday was
ture framing.
If you like a fight, see the pictures man piano tuner, will be in the city and the average relative humidity for
r
from June 2 to June 5. Telephone! the day was 70 per cent. The precipi-youat the Elks tomorrow night.
for the 24 hours ending at 6 a.
Trail
Fe
Ration
to
Santa
orders
the
Leave Your Orders for expert piano
m. today was 0.47 of an inch of rain.
Curio Company, his headquarters.
tuning with the Santa Fe Trail Curio
were frequent showers
There
and
Morris
Match
Great
The
Boxing
Company, Phone Red 53.
thunder storms yesterday afternoon
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone vs. Shreck at the Elks tomorrow night. and
last night and many flashes of
Black 188, when in need of milk and They are surprisingly interesting.
will lightening,
There
Here
Musical
Comedy
on
hand.
cream. Surplus always
Young Man Arrested Albert; Auge,
Guild Meeting The Guild of the be a musical comedy company here
Church of the Holy Faith will meet June 12, 13, and 14, presenting "The aged 20 years, who left Albuquerque
with Mrs. S. G. Cartwright on Friday, Matinee Girls," at the Elks' Theater without telling his father, was taken
op June 12. and other good musical from Santa Fe train Xo. 8, at Las Ve- jJune 2, at 2:30 p. m.
comedies the two days following.
gas and is being held by the police
;
The
Las Cruces Postoffice Robbed
for the arrival of his father. Auge is
I.as Cruces postoffice was robbed of
Vice President Kendrick Resigns
on J. W. Kendrick,
$13 cash during broad daylight
vice president in the son of an Albuquerque alderman
was on his way east to make his
Memorial day.
charge of operation of the Santa
'
Woman's Aid Society The Wom- system, has resigned and Vice Presi-- ' fortune.
an's Aid Society of the First Presbyte- dent W. B. Storey at present in For Organ Fund M. E. Church'
rian church will meet with Mrs. Geo. charge of construction, will succeed At Mrs. B. F. Summers. Afternoon,
'
June 2nd, 1911.
Riddle tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 him.
is
Jllst
we
dollar
one
all
that
ask,
i
Alexan-o'clock.
He Had No Lliaht O. W.
Fe train der was lined $5 and costs today by.DU,eiy lwl "OL ue a "ar" tasK.
Accident to No.
earn the dollar for the Ladies Aid
Xo 2 westbound, yesterdav lost its Justice of the Peace Jose Maria Gar-jTBy
cooking, cleaning or serving as
automobile
an
and'
cia
for
navigating
driving rod while running slowly
'
maid,
tied lip traffic for about two hours. without a light through the streets
Then at our "Social" tell the story
j Of how you earned the dollar and glory
If you find you can't put this thing
1

"Cash" no. 4

no. 4 Andrews

GROCERY and BAKERY

i

Fresh Vegetables

I

'

of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
OUR

Everything

BAKERY

first class

6

of bread

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

j

j
;

DEPARTMENT

loaves

for

OP.)

DAILY

25

cents

Phone No.4.

husband; Santiago Urioste and wife;
Juan Urioste; William Gregg and wife
and Marcelino Garcia and wife. Also
a deed from Juan Jose Silva et al to
wiinam vjregg lor lana in precinct
Xo. 3.

13

Off Sale

!

ft
h
(('

I am not looking for
profits, they will have to be overlooked
in order to unload quickly. Now is the time to secure a bar
gain in Ladies Suits. The sale will continue during this week

j

PRESIDENT TAFT TO
SEE BASEBALL GAME.
He Will Therefore Arrive in Chicago
Twn
Uniii pArli,,. nn fiat nor! iw
.

Then Planned.

Does not Like to Have Red Light and
,
Vice Conditions in Colorado's
Second City Criticized:
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pueblo, Colo., June 1. Mayor John
T. West threatened the life of J. A.
Barclay, business manager of tW
Chieftain, the latter says, if he persisted in using his newspaper to attack him politically. The threat was
made this morning, it is said, when
Mayor West asked Barclay for the address of George Knapp, president. of
the1 Young People's Bible society, who
scorched West before the W. C, T. U.
' "
convention.
,
Barclay says West declared: "If
anything else appears in "the Chieftain
about- me I will kill you."
The address made by Knapp pic-- ;
tured Pueblo as a den of political corruption, and a blot on the map of
Colorado, for which he said Mayor
West was responsible. Mayor West
denied tonight he had threatned the
'
' '
"
life of Barclay.
"I told him if he printed anything
of the character of the Knapp address
about me again I would beat his face
off," said the mayor. "I did not say
I would kill him."

j

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Taft
Chicago, June" 1. President
will arrive in Chicago Saturday two
hours earlier than his original plans
called for.
This was taken to mean that the nation's chief executive will try to find
time to attend the baseball game between the Chicago and Xew York

PUEBLO'S MAYOR ANGRY
AT MORNING PAPER.

Fe-an-

Palmer Suits at a Great Sacrifice

;

Sells Mining Claim According to a
warranty deed filed in the probate
clerk's office, Charles P. Baxter has
sold to James A. Wood, the Golden
Key Placer Mining Claim, the nominal
consideration being $1.
,
, .
Special Term to Try Murderer '
Chief Justice W. H. Pope has called
a special term of district court at Ros-- j
well, to try Jim Lynch, the bootleg-- )
ger who shot down and killed City
Marshal Roy Woofter, according to
reports received here.

j

j

even had the committee desired to do
so. After having been in session two
hours, it wag plain that the caucus
would not finish its work today and
i
wuum uuuuuuv
iui
through Friday and possibly Saturday.

!

The principal object of the president's visit is to discuss "Canadian
reciprocity" before the Western Eco-

nomic Society.

TERRIBLY SCALDED BY
BURSTING OF,rSTEAM PIPE.
Accident
r

in Ortiz Mine at Dolores
Gal isteo, River on a Rampage

Last Evening.

to The New Mexican.
June 1.
Cerrillos, X.

Special

Clarence
Callender and Torosio Gallegos, two
men employed in the Ortiz mine at Dolores, near here, were terribly scald- '
ed by the bursting of a steam pipe yes- terday afternoon and only prompt
rescue work saved their lives. The
men were at work in the mine when
the pipe burst fifteen feet' above them
completely
enveloping them with
steam. Both men were hurried to
Cerrillos where Dr. Palmer and Dr.
through,
dressed the painful injuries.
Yoakum
A silver offering from you will do,
Gallegos escaped with a badly burned
Please do not disappoint us.
arm and face, hut Clarence Callendar
Elks, Take Notice Thwe wiii be a
had both arms scalded to the elbows
special meeting of Santa Fe lodge Xo.
besides sustaining serious burns to
T
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n VMfro of fhn
.nim
his face, neck and head.
on Friday evening June 2d at 7:30
The Galisteo river was higher last
o'clock to make arrangements for
evening than at any .time since last
We haye iust!received a larre shipment of fishing tackle which is the largest and b"iing the Elks' Home. This is a
spring. A good soaking rain fell for
mm. mallei auu ail Jmo SPLENDID SCENIC HIGHWAY
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are renuested t0 be Dresent.
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Headquarters For

Fishing Tackle
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F. T. BLAXDY,

A FINE ASSORTMENT OF

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
f
one and
miles from depot.
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.'
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
"
V
Glorieta, N. M.
one-hal-

PLANTS, Fruit in Season. Wedding
and Table Bouquets and Decorations.
A
Funeral Designs.
,,,
3j Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25c
)
for packing on orders under $3.00.

Cllt Flowers

'

Specialty

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

1

Phone Black

12.

R--

""
Santa Fe, New

Mexico.

'Jt
11
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Esteemed Leading Knight.
"Shovnoth" Feast Tomorrow Tomorrow will be the feast known as
Shovnoth and celebrated by the He
brews the world over. The name
STEEL
which means weeks, designates the
FISHING
festival which falls seven weeks after
the Passover and in the olden days
was observed as the "day of the First
Fruits" (Numbers, 28:26.)
Boy Had Fork of Bicycle Because
he had the fork of a stolen bicycle.
Luis Martinez, a boy, was arrested at
El Paso on the charge of theft.
Marriage License A marriage
was issued today by Probate
j
Clerk George W. 4rmijo to Manuel
for fishing. Come in and and let the man who knows
And everything'necessary
Gallegos, a guard at the penitentiary
.
and Miss Antonita AbeytiaYj. of Prehelp you pick out your tackle-- for the big "FISHING TRIP."
cinct No. 3.
Warranty Deeds A batch of warranty deeds were recorded, in the probate clerk's office, transferring property to Frank Owen. They were from
& SUPPLY CO
Francisco Blea Maes de Trujillo and

FLIES
R0D5
CREELS
SNELL

HOOKS

struction

iiM

Viil

LINES LEADERS
BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS
'

HQBIOW

CO-

SANTA FE HARDWARE

THE BI 0

(By Special Leased Wire to ?few Mexican) PEBELLIOUS ARABS CAPTURE
Denver, Colo. June 1. Actual conABHA, THE CAPITAL.

the

of

Denver-Evergree-

n

highway was started today.
his
Warden Tom Tynan moved
"boys" from Longmont yesterdajto
a point on Bear creek near Morrison
and went into camp at once.
Today 40 convicts, under the super
vision of two expert road builders, will
begin the work of building the Evergreen road.
It will be a model highway and will
be equal to any road in the United
The total
States, when finished.
length from Evergreen to .Denver fs
.
24 miles.
.'
;

SENATORS ARE INVESTIGATING.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hodirda, Arabia, June 1. The rebellious Arabs in Assyr, have captured
Abha, the capital, and have made
prisoner of the three thousand Turkthe garrison.
ish troops composing
Three batteries of artillery and a number of large guns also have fallen into the hands of the rebels.
PERSONAL MENTION.
C. T. Brown of Socorrp, the well
known mining man and Scottish Rite
Mason, is a visitor in Santa Fe this
afternoon.

NOTICE.
due Eugenio Romero for
duties, he said to $13,398,000 even un- - account of the lumber, coal and wood
der a greatly stimulated import trade, yard at Santa Fe, up to and including
To reduce these duties further would May 31, 1911, are payable to Thomas
be improbable at this time, he added, P. Delgado.
(Continued

From Page One.)

All bills

TORE
Banner Green Tag Sale
Still On
A

Great Bargain

Don't forget our Banner Green Tag Sale, and get your full share of all the
good clothes and best suit on earth, Hart Schaff ner & Marx make.
Owing to the great amount of suits that has been sold during this sale
week, we are announcing another week extension and give you the opportunity
to get a move on yourself and think over the pattern of suit you want, but remember it is one week only, commencing today and encfing Saturday 26th.
You can't make a mistake by buying a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit because all
guaranteed wool, and first class in every respect.
Another advantage you have when you wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx suits
every tasty dresser will admire it because they are cut and made'right and the
swellest styles money can buy. Our 2 piece suits, are exceptionally fine in
every respect. Call and see for yourself.
.

Copyright Mart Sctuffner & Marx

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$
$
$
$
$
$

37.50
32.00
30,00
27.50
25.00
22.50
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Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

$
$
$
$
$
$

30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00
17.50
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